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Abstract
In this research, novel experimental and analytical methodology based fracture me-
chanics studies are used to study interfacial fracture in concrete composites. First,
interfacial slab inclusion specimens are tested in both mode I and mixed mode loading
to investigate interfacial fracture toughness Ki, energy release rate Gi, and specimen
load-displacement behavior. A Hillerborg-type cohesive force analytical model is used
to test different strain softening models to simulate the interfacial behavior of these
specimens during fracture. While bilinear strain-softening models have been shown
to successfully model constituent materials, a linear model is shown to best model
interfacial strain-softening behavior. Next, physical circular inclusion specimens are
tested with various mortar strengths and granite inclusions with both smooth and
sandblasted surface roughness. Influences of interfacial parameters on the ductility of
the composite specimens are investigated. The cohesive model is extended to simulate
the circular inclusion specimens using the results of a finite element investigation into
the stress intensities created by a crack propagating around a circular inclusion. A
parametric study is conducted to investigate the influence of relative fracture param-
eters of the interface, mortar, and aggregate on the ductility of the specimen. Based
on the behavior and knowledge developed from the composite studies, the ductility
of normal and high strength real concrete is investigated for various aggregate types,
volume fractions, and sizes. An analytical procedure is conducted to quantitatively
assess the influence of these parameters on the ductility of the concrete. A constituent
property based energy formula is developed to predict the fracture energy of real con-
crete. These results are used to make practical recommendations for manufacturing
high performance concretes with desired properties.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Use of cementituous materials can be traced back to the days of Greek, Roman, and
even earlier civilizations. What is commonly referred to now as 'concrete' began devel-
opment and achieved widespread use around the early part of the nineteenth century.
It was the development of portland cement and consistent, reliable production meth-
ods that signaled the institutionalization of concrete as a construction material. By
1910 the German Committee for Reinforced Concrete, the Austrian Concrete Com-
mittee, the American Concrete Institute, and the British Cement Association had
been established.
The latter part of the twentieth century has also experienced the development of
high-strength concrete. Many significant shortfalls of normal strength concrete can be
overcome with high-strength concrete. Cross-sectional areas of columns and beams
can be reduced. High early strengths can shorten concreting cycles and construction
times. Higher Young's modulus can result in less elasticity and less creep. High-
strength concrete is also more durable with respect to aggressive environments and
freeze-thaw cycles.
Today, a massive amount of research and theoretical devleopments have necessi-
tated a simplified approach to the use of concrete as a construction material. Com-
mon codes in use today include the American Concrete Institute's Standard Building
Code and the British Cement Association's BS 8110. However, it is the development
of these simplified national and global design methods that distance the designing en-
gineer from a true knowledge of the material behavior of local concretes. Properties
and characteristics can vary according to locally available materials and production
techniques. Consequently, the development of high-strength concretes has been met
with trepidation from the construction industry and widespread use has still not been
achieved. For this reason, to give the engineer an understanding of the behavior of lo-
cal concretes it is necessary to characterize engineering behavior through the relative
properties of the constituent materials of the concrete.
The structure of concrete can be described as a nonhomogeneous union of differ-
ent materials with different mechanical properties. The relationships between these
materials can affect the performance of concrete in sometimes drastically different
ways. Characterization of a composite material's properties based on the properties
of its constituents requires an advanced understanding of the interaction and role of
each constituent in the behavior of the global system. This work contributes to the
basic understanding of the performance and failure behavior of concrete, both normal
and high-strength.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Development of High-Strength Concrete
It is currently held that high-strength concrete (HSC) is defined as any concrete
with compressive strength of over 10,000 psi (69 MPa). However, only 17 years ago
in a Chicago convention of the American Concrete Institute it was defined as any
concrete with compressive strength of over 6,000 psi (41 MPa). Clearly, research
in this area has rapidly improved the production of concrete with higher strengths.
It is now common to achieve strengths of up to 80 MPa on the construction site
and strengths up to 107 MPa in the laboratory. The pace of development of higher
strength concretes has accelerated and will continue to increase into the next century.
Two methods are commonly used to produce high-strength concrete. First, lower-
ing the water/cement ratio along with improved quality of constituent materials can
increase strength; however, results are inconsistent and the use of superior materials
may increase production costs. A second method employs chemical admixtures such
as superplasticizers, fly ash, and silica fume. Chemical retarders are used to retard
the setting time and high-range water reducers are added to improve workability. The
use of silica fume has been widely accepted as an efficient admixture for high-strength
concrete mixes [44].
Silica fume is a by-product that has received much attention by the concrete
construction and manufacturing industry. It is a pozzolanic material resulting from
the use of high-purity quartz with coal in the electric-arc furnace in the production
of silicon and ferrosilicon alloys. It is an ideal cement replacement because of the
fine spherical particles of silicon dioxide and a higher relative surface area to particle
weight ratio. It has been successfully used in many applications where an increased
strength and reduced permeability concrete is needed.
One of the aims of concrete mix designs is to produce concrete with good work-
ability while maintaining strength and other desired properties. Universally ac-
cepted methods for mix proportioning normal strength concrete include the American
Concrete Institute's recommended practice for selecting proportions [1]. However,
there are no quantitative guidelines for the mix design of high strength concrete in
widespread use. Frequently, empirical mix proportions derived from the local avail-
ability of materials is the basis for many commercial high strength concretes. As a
result, consistency and reliability can vary in different geographical areas.
The use of high-strength concrete has increased dramatically in the last few
decades. The increased use has demonstrated many benefits of HSC as a construc-
tion material; however, it has also revealed some undesirable characteristics. Most
notably, major problems include a low relative tensile strength and a lower ductility.
The low relative tensile strength is a concern for the designer when HSC is to be used
in flexural members and special applications like plates and shells. Consideration of
the lower ductility of HSC is also important in these members, but presents an addi-
tional obstruction for widespread use in fracture critical members. Furthermore, lack
of ductility presents a safety problem, especially in inhabited structures, because of
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Figure 1-1: Mechanical stress-strain response of different concretes
the brittle nature of failure. This problem is a major motivation for the development
of high-performance concretes with improved ductility characteristics.
1.1.2 Mechanical Behavior of Concrete
Knowledge of the mechanical behavior of concrete is necessary to develop analytical
and design procedures for use as an engineering material. Concretes can usually be
categorized into three classes by their stress-strain response to uniaxial compression.
Figure 1-1 illustrates the differences between classifications. Class I materials exhibit
nonlinear behavior at an ultimate load, followed by a long post-peak strain softening
curve. Class II materials exhibit linear behavior at first followed by a steeper post-
peak portion with a relatively shorter length. Class III materials have a steeper
post-peak descent and are often characterized by brittle and explosive failure.
Concretes with special additives like fiber reinforcements can achieve the post-
peak ductility associated with Class I concetes. Normal-strength concretes without
special additives, including all concretes under 41.0 MPa (6,000 psi), are generally
considered a Class II material. Concretes with compressive strengths greater than
41.0 MPa begin to approach a Class III-type material and often exhibit more brittle
failure. Strengths over 79.0 MPa (11,500 psi) fail in a violently explosive manner; it is
this behavior that is the most significant problem with high-strength concrete. The
change in failure behavior from ductile to brittle is the product of differences between
the damage processes of normal and high strength concretes.
1.1.3 Damage Processes in Concrete
It is generally agreed that the damage process in failing concrete is initiated by
microcracks far ahead of a propagating crack which, with additional load, ultimately
link together to form continuous cracks [26, 48, 10, 39, 52]. The development of bond
cracks at the mortar-aggregate interfaces is often cited as the initiator of microcracks;
it has been shown that interfacial zones are the "weak link" in crack formation [10, 11,
58]. Therefore, interest in the study of mortar-aggregate interfaces has increased with
the need for the development of cementitious materials with improved performance.
Mortar-aggregate interfaces, which can be so weak as to represent discontinuities,
are often regarded as the "weak link" in the structure of normal-strength concrete.
In high-strength concrete, however, superior bond strength is acheived through a
densification of this interface and the "weak link" theory may no longer be valid [55].
This additional interface strength may be stronger than the aggregate, depending on
relative fracture energies, aggregate shape, and a variety of additional factors. At
this point the interface may no longer play a role in the fracture processes of high-
strength concrete and the crack will likely propagate through the aggregate with
reduced crack-trapping effects by the aggregate, resulting in brittle failure.
Mortar-aggregate interfacial zones are defined as the layer which includes all nat-
ural and artificial anomalities in the vicinity of the surface of the aggregate. Many
feel that the interfacial zone is a theoretical concept in that it is a two-dimensional
boundary between two different materials [36]. Under this theory limited proper-
ties such as bond strength and fracture toughness can be assigned to the interface;
however, this is not sufficient for a description of the mechanical behavior and in-
fluence of the interface on crack propagation in this area. This study will consider
the "interface" as the two dimensional boundary and the thin layer of mortar matrix
surrounding it; this layer is composed of several layers of different minerals that are
bled out from the mortar. This definition of interface allows a more accurate descrip-
tion of mechanical behavior to be assessed; namely, constitutive properties such as
strain-softening behavior and modulus of elasticity can now be defined.
Many factors affect the microstructure of the interface, including the mixing rate,
admixtures, water content, and material properties of the cement and aggregate.
Perhaps the most influential admixture concerning interfacial zones is silica fume,
which has been shown to densify the interface by dispersing water more closely to
the aggregate, thus improving hydration and an increase in bond strength [55]. The
fine particles of silica fume have also been shown to be helpful in improving pore
refinement and consistency.
1.2 Motivation for Research
Performance of concrete is not only measured by mechanical properties but also by
failure behavior. The failing process of most materials, including concrete, can be
characterized by fracture mechanics, a mechanical theory that describes the complex
processes of a propagating crack. The fracture properties of concrete are closely
related to its mechanical properties and are influenced by its chemical constituents
and micro-, mezo- and macrostructures [49].
Failure processes and mechanical properties of concrete depend on various internal
structures and porosities found in the mortar matrix. Fracture processes in this matrix
are influenced by nonhomogeneous particles and voids in a scale of nanometers. Sands,
fine aggregates and rough aggregates can contribute to nonhomogeneities in the scale
of micrometers to millimeters, as shown in Figure 1-2. At this scale interfacial cracks
and millimeter-sized 'weak zones' surrounding these interfaces are considered major
defects in the material structure of concrete. It is generally agreed that at this scale
these interfacial cracks dictate the stability of fracture processes in concrete.
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Figure 1-2: Two-phase concrete composite cracking modes
The shift towards more brittle failure in high-strength concretes is caused by
densification of the interfacial layer between the mortar matrix and the aggregate
particles, as shown in Figure 1-3. In normal strength concretes, the interfacial layer is
usually weaker than the strength of the aggregate. Consequently, during the fracture
process of normal strength concrete these interfaces fail far ahead of a propagating
crack, enlarging the damage process zone and diverting the course of the crack. In
higher strength concretes, the mortar matrix becomes stronger and increases the
strength of the interfacial layer. When a crack approaches an interfacial region in
high strength concrete the interface may maintain integrity, and the damage process
zone may be significantly reduced in size. The propagating crack often is not diverted
and failure can occur extremely fast and brittle.
Improving the fracture behavior of higher strength concretes is the focus of much
research in the construction materials industry. It is commonly agreed that interfacial
densification is the leading cause of brittleness in high-strength concrete. Therefore,
the development of high-strength concrete with improved fracture toughness and duc-
tility requires a fundamental knowledge of the behavior of mortar-aggregate inter-
faces. It is the aim of this research to contribute to the fundamental understanding of
mortar-aggregate interfaces and to assess their influence on the performance of high-
strength concretes. Specifically, the research will concentrate on a rigid definition and
interface
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Figure 1-3: Two-phase concrete composite interface and interfacial zone
assessment of the role that the interface plays in influencing the fracture behavior of
concrete. To assess this influence, significant knowledge must be gained about the
behavior of the interfacial region. To date, it is known that several parameters affect
fracture in the interfacial region:
* D = The ratio of interfacial fracture energy to the fracture energy
of the aggregate; it has been shown to have strong influence on the behavior of
a composite [35]. Ratios of D less than a critical value will influence the crack
to deflect into the interface; greater values will force the crack to penetrate
into the aggregate. It is this ratio that can often drastically influence ductility,
especially in high-strength concrete.
* Ich The characteristic length of the concrete and its constituents.
It is a measure of the ultimate deformation a cohesive bond across a propagating
crack can sustain before failure. It may be the most well-known quantitative
measure of ductility used today [31, 33].
* F = H The ratio of interfacial fracture energy to the fracture energy
of the mortar. This ratio has been shown to influence deflection of cracks out
of the interface and into the mortar, thus increasing crack length and perhaps
increasing concrete ductility [38].
* Vf The aggregate volume fraction. This fraction will influence
the global fracture energy of the concrete and may alter ductility.
* MSA The maximum aggregate size. This measure, in conjunction
with the aggregate volume fraction, may also alter the global material fracture
energy of the concrete and consequently its ductility.
An advanced understanding of the interaction and influence of these parameters
on the global ductility of concrete, both normal strength and high strength, is nec-
essary in designing high-performance concretes with improved engineering qualities.
Quantitative studies of these parameters can offer great potential in understanding
the global concrete behavior, leading to a knowledgeable development of advanced
materials.
1.3 Objectives and Approach
This research presents a fundamental study of the influence mortar-aggregate inter-
faces have on the fracture behavior and performance of concrete. Specifically, the
objectives of this research are:
1. To study and characterize the fracture behavior of mortar-aggregate interfaces
in concrete through interfacial fracture experiments and analytical models.
2. To experimentally and analytically investigate the influence interface fracture
parameters have on localized fracture of concrete.
3. To establish, through analysis and experimentation, design guidelines for the
development of concretes with desired fracture behavior and ductility.
Tests and analyses on two types of two-phase composite models provide data
on the interfacial fracture properties and effects on local cracking propagation. A
sandwich test specimen is used to determine the mechanical constitutive behavior of
interfaces during fracture. A circular inclusion test specimen is then used to simulate
crack propagation around an inclusion in concrete. Test parameters include aggregate
type, surface roughness, and mortar strength. Numerical analyses based on fracture
mechanics concepts are performed to simulate the cracking scenarios. Numerical
analyses based on fracture mechanics concepts are performed to develop code-type
formulation of concrete ductility based on constituent parameters.
The results of these studies are used in a parametric investigation of real high-
performance concrete design. Test parameters include aggregate type and size, volume
fraction, and mortar strength. Results are compared to previously tested models and
conclusions with respect to design specification are drawn. This research provides
valuable design guidelines for high-performance cementitious materials, thus enabling
the application of high-performance concretes in a wider variety of uses. Figure 1-4
shows the research approach for the design of concrete based on fracture properties
and ductility.
1.4 Report Organization
The organization of this report is as follows:
Chapter 1 has provided the general background and motivation of this work. The
objectives and organization are presented.
Chapter 2 reviews pertinent literature on fracture in concrete and describes the
fracture process of concrete in the interfacial zone. Interfacial properties influencing
the performance of concrete are also discussed.
Chapter 3 reviews the interface fracture mechanics concepts useful for mortar-
aggregate interfaces as a theoretical basis for analytical models.
Chapter 4 discusses the theory behind cohesive fracture propagation in the inter-
facial region and presents experimentation to investigate strain-softening behavior
of the interface. A computational simulation of cohesive fracture is created and the
results of an investigation into the strain-softening behavior of the interface are dis-
cussed. Interfacial constitutive relationships are given for a variety of interfaces during
crack propagation.
Chapter 5 details an experimental and analytical investigation with beam specimens
containing circular aggregate inclusions. The results of a finite element investigation
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Figure 1-4: Mechanical stress-strain response of different concretes
are employed into a simulation of fracture around a circular aggregate inclusion. The
results are verified by experiment through physical specimens.
Chapter 6 describes the experimental investigation into the design of high perfor-
mance concretes through testing of real concrete samples.
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of this work and lists conclusions and recommen-
dations for future work.
Chapter 2
Review of Fracture in Concrete
2.1 Introduction
Cementituous constituents can be classified into paste, mortar, and concrete cate-
gories. 'Paste' is defined as the mixture of cement and water, 'mortar' is the mixture
of small aggregate, such as sand, with paste, and 'concrete' is the composite created
when a larger aggregate, such as gravel or stones, is mixed with mortar. The cement
found in these constituents hydrates when mixed with water, forming a hard matrix
after curing. While in a liquid form, however, this paste fills the space among aggre-
gates, both large and small, and bonds them together to form mortar or concrete. In
addition, a variety of admixtures are used with concrete to improve global behavior,
both wet and dry.
During the curing and hardening phases of the hydration process a loss of moisture
occurs in the cement paste, causing shrinkage. Shrinkage is a major cause of weak
tensile strengths found in concrete, and is also the cause of many internal flaws and
cracks that exist in concrete prior to loading. These flaws govern the mechanical
behavior of the global concrete material as the flaws initiate and propagate cracks
during the application of stresses. Mechanical responses are influenced by the fracture
processes of these flaws under loading.
The stress-displacement relationship for concrete subjected to uniaxial tension
has been divided into four stages based on initiation and propagation of internal
cracks and flaws [49]. The first stage includes all loads less than 30% of the peak
load; initiation of internal cracks is negligible during this first stage. The second
stage spans all loads from the first stage to less than 80% of the peak load. The
internal cracks initiate and propagate during this stage; these cracks are generally
isolated and randomly distributed. The third stage includes loads over 80% and
up to the peak load. At this point macrocracks and flaws begin to link into large,
continuous propagating cracks. This phenomenon is known as damage localization or
strain localization. The large cracks propagate only when the load increases, up until
the peak load. At this loading point the crack length is referred to as the critical
crack length. After the peak load is applied major cracks continue to propagate even
though the load may decrease. The tensile strain of the material within the damage
zone increases while stress relaxation may occur in material outside this area.
A similar characterization has been reported where the distribution of compressive
strain was uniform over the specimen up to approximately 80% of peak load [47]. This
method of describing the damage process indicates that internal cracking of up to 80%
of the peak load is more or less random and uniform. Examination of the distribution
of internal cracks in the tested specimens confirm that strain localization usually
appears only after 80% of the peak load has been applied.
Since it has been concluded that the fracture behavior of concrete can be char-
acterized by the phenomemon of strain localization, permitting the use of fracture
mechanics to describe damage processes in concrete [49]. The argument stems from
the observation that a localized damage band can be physically simulated by a crack;
it was therefore concluded that the presence of the strain localization allows the use
of fracture mechanics to describe failure of concrete on a macroscopic level. Further-
more, since the damage zone of high-strength concrete is relatively smaller than in
normal-strength concrete and the damage band is physically similar to a crack in
brittle materials, it was concluded that fracture mechanics is also be applicable to
high-strength concrete.
2.2 Influences on the Fracture Behavior of Con-
crete
A list of influences on fracture in concrete has been developed [16]. It was concluded
that the number, location, and extent of pre-existing cracks depend mainly on:
* type of cement;
* mineralogical nature of aggregate;
* geometry of aggregate;
* water/cement ratio;
* curing conditions.
It was also concluded that the evolution of pre-existing cracks under loading depends
mainly on:
* aggregate/matrix stiffness ratio;
* type of matrix-aggregate bond;
* percentage of voids in the matrix.
Mechanical damage of cementitious materials reduces both the load resistance and
the stiffness of the material. A useful quantitative approximation of these two effects
are embodied in an analytical approach termed the strain softening model. This
analytical model depicts the Young's modulus and the maximum allowable stress of
the material as a decreasing function of the number of loading cycles. For example,
consider the concrete specimen illustrated by Carpinteri [12], shown in Figure 2-1.
The stress vs. strain envelope of the material under cyclic loading describes the strain-
softening behavior of the material as a function of loading cycles. The same behavior
is found in concrete specimens tested in tension with monotonic strain variation by
using a strain-controlled testing machine. For this reason, a decrease in the elastic
modulus and load relaxation in material in the vicinity of a crack tip can be expected.
0Figure 2-1: Concrete specimen subjected to repeated compression, as considered by
Carpinteri (1986)
A strain localization occurs at the crack tip during crack formation, localizing the
damage zone as the loading capacity of the material at the crack tip decreases. While
this material within the fracture process zone softens, the stress and strain behavior of
material outside the fracture zone remains in a proportional manner like undamaged
concrete. As a result, strains accumulate in the fracture zone while the remaining
part of the body unloads.
More precisely, when a concrete specimen is tested in uniaxial tension, damage
is assumed to occur in a fracture zone as the strain exceeds the strain capacity. By
observing tensile tests on concrete specimens, it can be shown that damage zone
increasingly localizes with decreasing load capacity [12]. Stresses at this softening
stage will be a softening function of the width of this fracture zone, independent
of the geometry of the structure; it is from this theory that size effects in fracture
mechanics are derived.
The softening behavior of stresses at the crack tip as unstable fracture begins is
an important influence on the performance of the material during the failure process.
Consider the stress vs. strain diagram of a material given in Figure 2-2. The area
under the a vs. E curve represents the energy dissipated per unit area, having the
dimensions of surface energy. How this energy is dissipated as a function of the crack
opening displacement can influence the behavior of the material during fracture. It is a
key element in the measurement of the ductility of a material, in that materials with a
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Figure 2-2: Stress-strain and stress-displacement constitutive laws
larger critical crack opening displacement w, will exhibit greater ductility. Analytical
models using various constitutive relations to simulate this strain-softening behavior
appear later in this report.
2.3 Microcracking in Concrete
Concrete is often considered a heterogeneous material in engineering design and con-
struction, yet is in reality a composite consisting of mortar matrix and aggregate
inclusion phases. Upon closer inspection, voids are apparent, as the cement paste
is actually a mixture of different types of crystalline structures at various degrees of
hydration with trapped and entrained air voids. Most researchers simplify concrete
as a two-phase composite consisting of mortar and aggregate; to complete the model,
defects known as 'microcracks' are introduced in the system. The failure process is
initiated when minute bond cracks form at mortar-aggregate interfaces, while small
cracks may also occur in the mortar and aggregate phases separately. Fracture of
these microcracks give concrete the semblence of ductility; it is the brittle propaga-
tion of many microcracks that form a semi-ductile propagation of a macrocrack and
ultimately lead to material failure. This fracture process is illustrated in Figure 2-3.
In practice, concrete as an engineering material is generally designed for use in
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under uniaxial loading (Liu, 1972)
compression and the tensile strength is usually neglected; however, predominent fail-
ure in concrete is through tension alone or in combination with shear. For example,
the compressive test for concrete strength is actually testing the formation of longi-
tudinal tensile cracks through the compression specimen. The low tensile strength
of concrete is frequently described as the controlling factor of much of the behavior
of the material. Microcracks in existence before any loading are largely responsible
for these low tensile strengths, and ultimately the behavior of the material. For this
reason an advanced understanding of the initiation and propagation of microcracks
is essential in the study of the failure behavior of concrete as a composite material.
2.4 Importance of Mortar-Aggregate Interfaces
in Concrete
A common initiator of microcracks in concrete are interfacial bond cracks between
the mortar matrix and aggregate particles. The interfacial region is often the weakest
zone in normal strength concretes and in some specially designed high strength con-
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cretes. This interfacial zone plays a large role in the determination of the mechanical
properties of the concrete as a whole. Good mechanical performance of concrete as
a composite can only be realized through effective stress transfer between its con-
stituents; interfaces can control the degree of contact and cohesive forces between
them. Three mechanisms for the transfer of forces between constituent materials
have been suggested [59]:
* Physical Interaction This includes all mechanical friction between the aggre-
gate and the cement paste,
* Physical-Chemical Interaction Strong chemical bonds can occur between
the cement paste and the aggregate, allowing increased transfer of forces,
* Mechanical Interlocking For porous aggregates or aggregates with rough
surfaces, mechanical "hooking" may occur to help transmit forces.
Strong interfaces are important for a cohesive composite material; however, inter-
faces may become too strong and alter the fracture scenario of failure in the composite,
causing increased brittleness in material such as higher strength concretes.
2.4.1 Interfacial Cracking
It is generally agreed that the strength and deformation properties of concrete are
closely related to the characteristics of the interface between the aggregates and the
mortar. In normal strength concrete, the interface is usually considered the weakest
link in the composite. Over the past twenty years, considerable research has been
conducted to study the microcrack development, the nonlinear deformation behavior,
and the failure mechanisms of normal strength concrete. It has been generally es-
tablished that the development of bond cracks at the interfaces between mortar and
aggregates plays a significant role in the inelastic deformation behavior [9, 10, 39, 52].
Although a strong bond at the interface between the matrix and the aggregate
may enhance the overall strength and stiffness of the concrete, the increase in the
interfacial bond may cause a brittle deformation and failure behavior. In general,
crack propagation can be characterized by mechanical properties of each phase. They
include:
* E = Young's modulus;
* KI = Critical stress intensity factor;
* a - w = Stress-crack opening displacement constitutive relationship;
* v = Volume fraction of each phase of the material;
* Fi = Interfacial fracture toughness.
Using these parameters, simulations of material behavior have been performed using
variations on a two-parameter fracture model [30, 35]. In the composite fracture
model proposed by Jenq, all phases of the composite model are assumed to follow
linear elastic fracture mechanics; Kitsutaka took a similar approach and incorporated
a bilinear constitutive model. In both models, however, interfacial fracture and the
incorporation of interfacial mechanical properties into the model were ignored. The
incorporation of these important factors and fracture processes including interfacial
crack propagation are essential in an accurate model and description of failure pro-
cesses in concrete.
2.4.2 Assessment of Interface Fracture Parameters
Characterization of the interfacial fracture parameters such as the fracture toughness
as a property of the mortar-aggregate interface is essential for the incorporation of
mortar-aggregate interfaces into an accurate model of concrete behavior. An early
experimental study [23] reported limited test results of mortar-aggregate fracture pa-
rameters under mode I loading conditions. Since cracking of mortar-aggregate inter-
faces involves mixed-mode fracture due to differences in properties of the constituent
materials, a novel approach was needed. A sandwich specimen to test mixed-mode
fracture parameters was reported by Buyukozturk et al. [9].
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Figure 2-4: Sandwich specimen for interfacial fracture parameter testing
An interface crack model including a thin layer of aggregate sandwiched in a
homogeneous body of mortar is shown in Figure 2-4. An initial crack lies along
one of the interfaces coincident with the x1 axis with the tip at the origin. If the
thickness of the sandwich layer h is small compared to the crack length and to all
other relevant in-plane length quantities, a universal asymptotic relation between
the interface intensity factors, K1 and KII, for the homogeneous problem, is given by
Equation 2.1
Khi' - KKezi'w(a,I) (2.1)
The universal relation given in Equation 2.1 may be applied to any sandwich
specimen. Proper techniques are required to sandwich an aggregate layer into the
specimen and ensure that the crack stays along one of the interfaces. Residual stresses
in the layer do not contribute to K in the sandwich specimen and, in calibrating such
a specimen, only the external loading is accounted for. Using this procedure the
fracture characteristics of a variety of interfaces have been investigated and will be
described in the next chapter.
2.5 Conclusion
It is now well established that concrete, a brittle material, fails in combinations of
tension and shear regardless of the loading conditions. Thus, tensile and shear crack-
ing control the initiation, propagation, and culmination of loading failure in concrete.
It has been shown that significant damage processes occur between the transition
from microcracking to macrocracking, with changes and differences in material be-
havior during the transition. It has also been shown that mortar-aggregate interfacial
cracking contributes significantly to the microcracking behavior of concrete, and can
strongly influence the cracking scenarios and global behavior of the material. Thus,
the importance of the study of interfaces in concrete has been demonstrated and
the need for the characterization and assessment of mechanical properties of these
interfaces has been established.
Chapter 3
Fracture Mechanics of
Mortar-Aggregate Interfaces
3.1 Introduction
The term fracture mechanics defines the study of the response and failure of structure
as a result of crack initiation and propagation. It is particularly useful to quantify
the intense and often singular crack tip stress fields and to define and apply fracture
based failure criteria. When considering a crack between two different materials,
fracture mechanics ideology can be used to characterize the interfacial resistance
to crack propagation as a material property, called the fracture toughness. This
chapter reviews the fundamental concepts of interfacial fracture mechanics as applied
to mortar-aggregate interfaces. It is based on the recent works of Hutchinson and
co-workers [53, 46, 18, 29]. This chapter is also a combined review of similar chapters
in K. M. Lee's PhD thesis [36] and U. Trende's MS thesis [55]. It also describes
previous work in the continuing project that this thesis contributes to.
3.2 Bimaterial Elasticity
A composite is defined by a continuous system containing two or more homogeneous
materials; in a localized view, portions of this system can be termed bimaterial. In
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Figure 3-1: Geometry and conventions for an interface crack
this chapter, only plane strain deformations in isotropic bimaterials will be discussed.
Figure 3-1 shows reference labels given to an interface crack configuration between
two dissimilar materials material 1 and material 2, with an interface on the xl axis.
Let El, pl, and vl define the Young's modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio
of material 1 as the substrate. Similar quantities E 2, P2, and v2 can be defined for
material 2.
For many elastic plane problems in bimaterials the elastic moduli mismatch can
be characterized by two non-dimensional combinations of the elastic parameters [17].
Using the convention established in Figure 3-1, the moduli mismatch parameters, a
and 0, are
El - E 2
a- -(3.1)El + E2
1 pA(1 - 2v 2 ) - P2(1- 2v1 )
2 p11(1 -V 2) P2(1 -VI) (3.2)
where E = E/(1 - v2) = 2p/(1 - v), ~i and vi are the shear modulus and Poisson's
ratio of material i. The parameter a measures the relative stiffness between the two
materials and asymptotically approaches 1.0 for high relative stiffness of material 1
compared to material 2 and -1.0 for low relative stiffness. In plane strain / vanishes
when both materials are incompressible (v1 = V = 1/2).
3.3 Crack Tip Fields
Consider a semi-infinite, traction-free crack along the interface between two homoge-
neous isotropic half-planes with material 1 above and material 2 below, as in Figure 3-
1. This is a homogeneous boundary problem, the solutions of which were presented
first by England [1965], Erdogan [1965], and Rice and Sih [1965]. Their solutions
here are presented using the notations of Rice because they reduce to conventional
notation when the mismatch vanishes. For plane problems normal and shear stresses
of the singular field acting on the interface at a distance r ahead of the tip are given
in Equation 3.3.
K
Cr2 2 + i'12 -=- r  (3.3)
where K = K 1 + iK 2, the complex interface stress intensity factor, i = \/-1, and c
is the oscillation index, given as a function of 3 in Equation 3.4.
1 1-3E = n( ) (3.4)
It is noted also that K1 and K 2 do not strictly measure the normal and shear singu-
larities on the interface ahead of the crack tip due to the term r' in Equation 3.3.
The associated crack face displacements at a distance r behind the crack tip,
6i = ui(r, 0 = 7r) - ui(r, 0 = --), are given in Equation 3.5.
8K (3-5)62 + 1 i(5 E*(1 + 2i') cosh(re) 2r
The energy release rate per unit area crack extension is given in Equation 3.6 [42].
1G = cosh 2 () K 2  (3.6)E* cosh2FE)
where E* is defined as an average stiffness and given by Equation 3.7.
1-, = - + M(3.7)
Finally, the phase angle 4, a measure of the contribution of shear vs. opening mode,
is defined in Equation 3.8.
= tan- I (3.8)
where L is a reference length.
3.4 Interfacial Fracture Toughness
Differences in elastic moduli at an interface disrupt the symmetry, even when ge-
ometry and loading are symmetric with respect to the crack plane, causing mixed
fracture mode. Furthermore, an interface is frequently more brittle than the con-
stituent materials. Also, because of low relative fracture energies, an interface crack
may propagate into regions of the interface with much higher loading angles. As
a result, a fracture toughness curve depicting fracture toughness vs. phase angle is
necessary to fully characterize the interfacial toughness.
Let L denote a length characterizing the size of the fracture process zone or the
typical size of the plastic zone at fracture, and let V be associated through Equa-
tion 3.8. Given the choice L, the criterion for interface cracking can again be stated
as
G = Fi(, L) (3.9)
This relationship has been investigated extensively using sandwich beam speci-
mens and disk specimens [36]. These testing specimens are demonstrated in Fig-
ure 3-2. The dimensions of the sandwiched beam specimens were 152.0 mm x 50.8
mm x 38.1 mm, and the radius and thickness of the sandwiched Brazilian disk speci-
mens were 38.1 mm and 25.4 mm, respectively. The thickness of the aggregate layer,
h, was 2.54 mm for both specimens. The relative crack size (a/R) in the disk speci-
men was fixed to be 0.25 and the relative crack size (a/d) in the beam specimen was
0.375.
By using the measure values of the critical load, P, the fracture energies of the
hmortar matrix aggregate layer
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Figure 3-2: Testing specimens used by Lee (1993)
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mortar-aggregate interfaces were calculated for the sandwiched Brazilian disk speci-
mens, the loading phase angles were calculated and the fixed length L was selected to
be 2.54 mm, the thickness of the aggregate layer. Sample interfacial toughness curves
are plotted in Figure 3-3. It is observed that the fracture energy markedly increases
as the loading phase increases. It was also concluded that fracture energy curves for
interfaces also depend on interfacial properties such as mortar strength, aggregate
composition, and aggregate surface roughness, as well as the specimen testing size,
which will be discussed in the next section.
3.5 Size Effects
Size scale effect' is defined as the change in normalized failure stresses among geo-
metrically similar structures depending on their relative sizes. Most materials exhibit
some size effect, but it is most remarkable in composite materials and structures;
therefore, it is of significant importance in the study of mortar-aggregate interfaces.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is useful in describing and analyzing fail-
ures in terms of size effects. Figure 3-4 shows a plot of a relative measure of the size of
a structure against a normalized failure stress. Typical engineering strength criterion
usually incorporate no size effect, as shown by the horizontal line. LEFM analysis
maintains a constant size effect, represented by the line with the slope of -1. The
curve approaches the horizontal line for very small structures and the inclined line of
linear fracture mechanics for very large structures.
A nominal failure stress, used to describe the size effect, can be given by
PC f cbdu for two-dimensional similaritybN -- Cn (3.10)
aN = cpu- for three-dimensional similarity
where Pu is maximum load, b is the specimen thickness, d is a characteristic length,
and Cn is a material and structure dependent factor. The factor c, can give various
1Hereafter referred to as 'size effect'.
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Figure 3-4: Size effect of concrete structures (Ashby and Jones, 1980)
stress descriptions such as the exact stress for a simply supported beam, plastic
bending stress, and fracture stress dependent on crack length. It has been concluded
that the energy dissipated at failure is a continuous function of the specimen size and
the fracture process zone width, which may be considered constant [5]. Furthermore,
it has been shown that by simple similitude arguments and dimensional analysis the
nominal stress can be described by
0-- = B ft {1 [1 + 0-1 + A 1P- 2 + ... + A,-n"]}-2 with / = d/do (3.11)
where B, do, A1 ... An are empirical coefficients, ft is a measure of the material tensile
strength, and 3 = d/do is the relative structure size. Reducing Equation 3.11 to the
linear term leads to the most well known size effect law
( 0) 21
O-N -Bft 1+ do (3.12)
where B and do are empirical coefficients depending on failure mode and specimen
geometry [4, 3]. If these coefficients for a particular failure type and geometry are
known the nominal stress at failure can be calculated for any relative specimen size
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within the applicable range of 1:20.
Equation 3.12 demonstrates that for structures with large (d/do) the size effect
approaches that of linear elastic fracture mechanics of the form d. Similarly, for very
small structures the size effect approaches that of plastic limit analysis. Therefore,
the size effect law of Equation 3.12 provides a transition from the plastic limit analysis
to the fracture mechanics analysis, shown as the solid line in Figure 3-4.
Size scale effects in mortar-aggregate interfaces have been studied in detail by
Trende (1995). Sandwiched beam specimens, shown in Figure 3-5, with variations in
aggregate surface roughness and mixed mode loadings were tested in three different
sizes. The resulting size effect data for the tests are summarized in Figure 3-6 with
the test data and the size effect law plotted together with the strength criteria for
comparison. It was concluded that interface fracture of high-strength mortar/granite
composties demonstrates a strong size effect and that this effect complies with an
established size effect law. Furthermore, increased aggregate roughness was found to
increase the interfacial fracture energy.
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Figure 3-6: Size effect linear regression plot of mortar-aggregate interfaces
3.6 Crack Behavior Approaching the Interfacial
Region
The behavior of a crack approaching an interfacial region has also been studied [36].
In concrete a crack impinging a mortar-aggregate interface may advance by either
penetrating into the aggregate or deflecting along the interface. Let Fi be the fracture
energy of the interface as a function of the phase angle 4 and let F1 be the mode I
fracture energy of the constituent material under consideration. The impinging crack
is likely to be deflected if
ri Gd S< (3.13)F1  Gm ax
where F1 and F, are material properties, which can be measured by fracture testing,
and Gd is the energy release rate of the deflected crack and Gp ax is the maximum
energy release rate of the penetrated crack.
For complex geometries the ratio Gd/Gmax can be calculated using numerical
analysis schemes. However, the ratio for a semi-infinite crack problem as functions
of the angle of the approaching crack and elastic moduli mismatch parameters has
been computed [22]. For example, when a = 0 and the crack approaching angle - is
perpendicular to the interface, i. e. -y = 90, Gd/GP is approximately 0.25, indicating
that the crack will deflect into the interface if the interface toughness is less than one
quarter of the toughness of the material ahead of the crack.
These theories were tested through an experimental procedure by Lee (1993).
Composite beam models shown in Figure 3-7 were tested to study crack propagation
in interfacial regions and to verify the crack path criteria introduced above. Three
mortar strengths (low, medium, and high) for matrices and two types of aggregates
(granite and limestone) for the slab inclusions were used.
A finite element simulation was presented to investigate a crack path criterion
in two-phase composite beams consisting of an aggregate inclusion embedded in a
mortar matrix. The numerical predictions were compared with an experimental series
results and correlation was obtained. This study represented an initial step for the use
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of such methods in providing a fundamental understanding of the fracture criterion
governing crack paths in mortar-aggregate interfacial zones.
3.7 Influence of Interfacial Parameters on Speci-
men Behavior
The influence of interfacial fracture parameters on the performance of a compres-
sive block concrete specimen has been studied [45]. The goal of the investigation
was to qualitatively assess the influence that these parameters have on the behavior
of composite block specimens. For this reason, specimens composed of an aggre-
gate inclusion embedded in a mortar matrix were tested under uniaxial compression.
Specifically, material combinations that resulted in both interfacial crack propagation
and aggregate crack penetration were utilized to provide parametric comparison of
the composite performance.
Composite beams shown in Figure 3-8 were tested to study the influence of inter-
facial fracture parameters relative to the aggregate fracture parameters in composite
performance. Three mortar strengths (low, medium, and high) for matrices and two
types of aggregate (granite and limestone) were used for the circular inclusions.
Specimens that failed through interfacial propagation resulted in higher failure
loads and higher strength mortars were shown to have stronger interfaces than nor-
mal strength interfaces. A finite element analytical procedure was conducted on the
model specimens to examine the applicability of theoretical work to mortar-aggregate
interfaces. The variation of fracture energy ratios as a function of elastic moduli mis-
match parameters found from the numerical analysis was shown to agree closely with
the theoretical work. This study represented an initial investigation into the assess-
ment of the influence of mortar aggregate interfaces on the behavior of cementitious
composites.
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Figure 3-8: Dimensions of block specimen
3.8 Influence of Aggregate Parameters on Speci-
men Behavior
The influence of aggregate fracture parameters on the performance of three-point
bending specimens has also been studied [35]. Experimental and numerical investiga-
tions of two-phase concrete composite models were conducted to study the fracture
behavior of high strength concrete models subjected to mode I type loading. For
this reason, three-point bending tests on pre-notched mortar beams with circular ag-
gregate inclusions were performed. Models with normal strength mortar failed with
interfacial cracking and the load displacement curves of the beams were not signifi-
cantly affected by the aggregate types. In contrast, high strength matrix composite
models failed by aggregate cracking and the shape of the load displacement curves
were strongly affected by the aggregate strength.
An analytical cohesive model of transgranular cracking was proposed to simulate
fracture in specimens where the crack propagated through the aggregate. The model
f
was used to predict the load-displacement curves based on a multi-phase cohesive
force model. Results of the analysis were shown to be in agreement with experimen-
tal results of the beams that exhibited aggregate cracking. The model prediction
was used to study in a qualitative manner the effect of relative fracture energy of
aggregate Ga to mortar G' as Fa = G and relative tensile strength of aggregate ao
to mortar ao as Ta = _ on the composite behavior. Figure 3-9 shows the results
of the parametric study for the load versus LLD curves of the beam specimens. In
this analysis, two parameters Ta and Fa were varied and transgranular cracking was
assumed for all cases. In general, with fixed Ta, larger Fa resulted in higher peak
loads and larger fracture energy. This indicated that the improvement of the frac-
ture energy of the inclusion is an important factor to improve the ductility of the
composite. By increasing Ta with fixed Fa, the same tendency was obtained but the
post-peak response becomes steeper, indicating more brittle behavior.
3.9 Summary
This chapter has introduced the basic concepts used in the study of fracture in a
bimaterial interface. Terms relevant to bimaterial elasticity were presented, and then
used in the description of the crack tip field around an interfacial crack. The crack
tip stress intensity factors were introduced which lead to the definition of the in-
terfacial fracture energy release rate. The phase angle was also defined and results
from previous research were reviewed to demonstrate the interfacial fracture energy
curve with respect to the phase angle. Size scale effect theory was reviewed and the
motivation was presented for study into size effects exhibited by mortar-aggregate
interfaces. Previous work in the continuing project was reviewed, introducing the
work performed by the author in the next chapters.
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Figure 3-9: Results of parametric studies for transgranular cohesive model simulations
Chapter 4
Cohesive Fracture Propagation in
Mortar-Aggregate Interfaces
4.1 Introduction
It is generally agreed that the damage process in failing concrete is initiated by mi-
crocracks far ahead of a propagating crack which, with additional load, ultimately
link together to form continuous cracks [26, 48, 10, 39, 52]. The development of bond
cracks at the mortar-aggregate interfaces is often attributed to the initiation of micro-
cracks; it has been shown that interfacial zones are the "weak link" in crack formation
[10, 11, 58]. Interest in the study of mortar-aggregate interfaces has increased with
the need for the development of high-performance cementitious materials.
Several investigators and models have successfully described the complex failure
mechanisms of concrete as a composite material. Perhaps one of the simplest yet
most widely accepted model of crack propagation in concrete is the Hillerborg single
discrete crack model [24]. Using this model, many fracture mechanics approaches
have accurately described the highly nonlinear strain-softening behavior of concrete
and its constitutive materials during fracture [19, 51]. It has been used to predict
ductility of concrete as a homogeneous material [40] and as a composite where crack
propagation occurs through its constitutive materials [35].
This chapter uses a modified Hillerborg analytical model to investigate crack prop-
agation within the interface of mortar and aggregate in concrete. It provides addi-
tional work to support and confirm interfacial fracture data obatined from previous
researchers and uses the results in a new analytical model of the interfacial fracture
process. At issue are the fracture properties of the interface and how they are affected
by concrete characteristics like mortar strength and aggregate surface roughness in-
vestigated in the previous chapter. The modified Hillerborg model is employed to
investigate the cohesive behavior of interfacial cracking in mode I (tensile stresses)
and mixed mode (shear and tensile stresses) crack growth. To verify the accuracy
of the model, the failure behavior and the load/load-line displacement curves of the
tested composite beams are simulated. Several strain-softening material relationships
are examined in this simulation to model the strain-softening behavior of the inter-
facial region. Such a quantitative study of fracture in the interfacial region will yield
an accurate deformation model of the "weak link" in concrete failure.
4.2 Experimental Program
Investigations into cohesive strain-softening behavior have used a multitude of testing
geometries. Among others, recent work has included the compact-tension specimen
[41, 23], the double cantilever beam specimen [19], and the three point bending speci-
men [40, 35, 56]. The three point bending specimen has shown several recent reliable
analyses and has also been successfuly used in interfacial testing [27, 36, 56].
For the study described in this chapter, sandwiched beam specimens were tested
to investigate interfacial fracture in concrete composites under three point bending
mode I (tensile stresses) and mixed mode (shear and tensile stresses) loading. These
geometries have been analyzed [57] and repeatedly proven successful testing specimens
[27, 56]. Three different mortar strengths were used with a slice of granite sandwiched
between the mortar sections. An initial crack was introduced at the interface between
the granite slice and the mortar.
The testing parameters in this study were the mortar strength, the mode of crack
propagation, and the aggregate surface roughness. All specimens were made using
Table 4.1: Mix proportions of mortars
S/C SF/C HRWR/C
Mix W/(C+SF) [%] [%]
Low strength 0.50 2.0 0.0 0.0
Med strength 0.35 2.0 5.0 1.0
High strength 0.283 2.0 10.4 2.2
W-water, C-cement, S-sand, SF-silica fume, HRWR-high range water reducer
Table 4.2: Material properties
rc E V
Material [MPa] [GPa]
Low strength mortar 40.0 27.8 0.2
Med strength mortar 48.6 32.5 0.2
High strength mortar 83.8 33.3 0.2
Granite 123.0 42.2 0.16
Type III cement to produce high early strength mortars. To study both mode I
and mixed mode propagation, tests were conducted in mode I and in a mixed mode
loading chosen with a shear to tensile stress ratio given by Equation 3.8 of 0.27 at
the crack tip. Smooth and sandblasted aggregate surface roughnesses were used to
investigate how surface properties of the aggregate affect brittleness in the interfacial
zone.
4.2.1 Materials
Three different strength mortars were combined with the granite slices to create the
specimens. The mortars tested had strengths of 40.0 MPa, 58.6 MPa, and 83.7
MPa for low, medium, and high strength specimens. The medium and high strength
mortars were made using a naphtalene sulfonate type superplasticizer and condensed
silica fume in slurry form. The granite chosen was Chelmsford Granite, quarried by
Fletcher Granite Co., Chelmsford, MA. The mix proportions of the mortars are given
in Table 4.1 and the properties of the materials are reported in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4-1: Three point bending mode I loading specimen
The two roughnesses of the granite were characterized optically. Smooth surfaces
were acheived solely by the diamond saw cut; the surface was smooth to the touch
with no visible scratches. The sandblasted surface achieved a pit depth of about 0.5
mm with an average grain diameter of about 3.0 mm.
4.2.2 Test Configuration and Loading
For mode I testing the three point bending configuration shown in Figure 4-1 was
used. For mixed mode testing the three point bending loading shown in Figure 4-2
was used. In the mixed mode tests the ratio of shear to torsion stresses at the crack
tip was 0.27. This ratio is known as the loading angle, with pure mode I (tension) as
00; the ratio used for mixed mode loading in this study corresponds to 15', as given
by Equation 3.8.
For each series of specimens six testing beams were cast. The relative initial crack
length was held constant at 1/3 the beam depth. This crack was created by epoxy
resin hardened onto the aggregate surface before mortar was cast. The specimens were
tested at the age of 7 days on a 1-kip INSTRON testing machine, shown in Figure 4-3.
The load/load-line deflection curves from this Instron machine were obtained with
0.1 mm accuracy. Peak failure loads were used to calculate the fracture parameters
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Figure 4-2: Three point bending mixed mode loading specimen
used in the analysis.
4.3 Results of Experimental Program
The average failure loads P,"g for the valid tests are reported in Table 4.3. A sample
of a fractured central portion of a testing specimen is shown in Figure 4-4. Also
reported are a sample failure load pmpl used in the ductility analysis below. Fracture
toughnesses for the interface are calculated from the stress intensity factors. For mode
I loading, the three point bending is computed by [50]
KI = 32P F, () a = a/W
where FI(1/3) = 1.08228, a/W is the relative crack length, t is the specimen width,
W is the specimen height, and S is the distance between supports.
For a mixed mode loading, both mode I and mode II fracture toughnesses are
computed. They are given by
fbMKI = tW3/2
and
fKQ
KII t = tW1/2
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Figure 4-3: 1-kip INSTRON used in the testing series
Figure 4-4: Sample tested specimens from the tested series
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Table 4.3: Fracture loads and energy release rates
Mode I testing (0 = 0')
pavg psmpl Gavg Gsmp fsmpl
Series [kN] [kN] [J/m 2] [J/m 2] [kPa]
Low strength 0.215 0.227 1.423 1.596 1.584
Med strength 0.154 0.178 0.739 0.976 1.242
High strength 0.310 0.226 2.949 1.568 1.575
High strength/
sandblasted 0.331 0.332 3.362 3.382 2.313
Mixed mode testing (0 = 150)
II 1  fisr1 fismp,pavg psmp G ,mpl G mpl smpl smplSeries [kN] [kN] [J/m 2] [J/m 2] [J/m 2] [kPa] [kPa]
Low strength 0.904 0.857 2.146 1.799 0.130 1.594 0.332
Med strength 0.616 0.642 0.997 1.010 0.073 1.194 0.249
High strength 1.207 1.097 3.824 2.946 0.212 2.040 0.425
High strength/
sandblasted 1.116 1.095 3.270 2.935 0.212 2.037 0.424
where the factors fb and fs were computed for a relative crack length of a/d = 0.333
as fb = 7.03 and fs = 1.00567 [57]. Here IA is the bending moment and Q is the
shear force at the crack tip.
Interface testing introduces a modification of the crack stress distribution. The
mismatch of elastic properties of the two materials at the interface cause a slight shift
in the loading angle. This mismatch is expressed in Dundur's parameters
a = (El - E2)/(El + E2)
and
S 1i(1 - 2V 2) - 2(1 - 2v1)
2(p1I(1 - 2v2) + 12(1 - 2v 1))
where El = El /(1-j2) and P2 = E2/(1-v2), in which Ej is the modulus of elasticity,
vi is Poisson's ratio, and pi is the shear modulus of material i [17]. The shift in the
loading angle due to the elastic mismatch w was reported by Suo and Hutchinson [53]
as a function of a and 0. For most mortar-aggregate interfaces, 3 and its influence
on the loading angle shift w is very small and can be nglected [9, 38]. For the mixed
mode specimen, the crack tip stress intensities are
KI = -1- -a(KI cos w - KII sin w)
and
K2 = ,1 -- a(Kj cos w - KI sin w)
Finally the critical interface fracture energy release rate is computed by
Gi = G, + G1, = (K) + Kjf)/Ej
The ultimate tensile strength f' and ultimate shear strength f" of the interface is
also reported in Table 4.3. They are calculated by
ft -- Mr
Mcr
and
Vf = crAcr
where MIc, and Vc, are the critical moment and shear at failure and Ic, and Acr are
the moment of inertia and area of the section reduced by the initial crack.
The interface energy release rate Gi was computed for each specimen from the
measured failure loads to compare the effects of different material combination, ag-
gregate surface roughness, and loading angle. The resulting values agree strongly
with previous work by Trende [55] and Lee [36]. The fracture energies and bond
strengths increase with mortar strengths and also increase with rougher aggregate
surfaces. Medium strength mortars did not follow this trend; however, their ductility
parameters will be shown to comply with a similar pattern.
Load/load-line displacement curves for samples from each tested series are shown
in Figure 4-5. The post-peak failure shape of these curves provide a qualitative com-
parison of the ductility of the various interfaces. For example, in Figure 4-5(a) mode
I loading deflections show a decrease in post peak behavior with stronger mortars.
These interfaces can be said to be more brittle. It is also observed that more ductile
post-peak behavior is demonstrated by samples with sandblasted surfaces.
In Figure 4-5(b), mixed mode load-displacement curves show a similar increase
in brittleness with stronger mortars. However, sandblasted surfaces demonstrate a
significant additional post-peak behavior, perhaps attributable to the increased shear
resistance of the rougher surface.
4.4 Cohesive Fracture Analytical Model
To investigate increased interfacial brittleness with stronger mortars a model is pro-
posed to study the cohesive behavior of the interfaces. The interface is assumed to
have a brittle cohesive behavior that fails at stresses and displacements significantly
less than those of their constitutive materials. The tensile strength of the interface
has been shown to be many orders of magnitude lower than the tensile strength of
the mortar; the fracture energy of the interface is also orders of magnitude less than
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0.0 0.2
Displacement (mm)
(a) Interface specimens in mode I loading
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Figure 4-5: Sample load/load-line displacement curves of interfacial specimens
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the mortar.
Cohesive models have been used to model mortars, aggregates, and even concrete
as a homogeneous material [35, 19, 40]. The damage process is modeled with cohesive
forces trailing the crack tip to simulate material plasticity, as illustrated in Figure 4-6.
It is the post peak constitutive relationship that determines the success of the model.
It has been concluded repeatedly that a bilinear strain-softening relationship best
models these materials.
In this investigation both linear and bilinear strain-softening relationships were
used to model the interfacial specimen load-deflection curves. Crack propagation in
the interfacial three-point bending specimens was modeled by a fictitious crack with
a Hillerborg type single discrete crack model. This model was modified to investigate
interfacial crack propagation and was applied to both the mode I and mixed mode
testing configurations.
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Figure 4-7: Mode I K-superposition
4.4.1 Mode I
The investigation of the mode I strain-softening behavior of interfacial crack propa-
gation incorporated the modified Hillerborg model and both linear and bilinear con-
stitutive relationships. Simulations of the load/load-line displacement diagram of a
sandwiched specimen in pure mode I loading was made available through an iterative
computer model.
The relation of external load and displacement is obtained by solving the equations
of the net stress intensity factor (Ke), the equilibrium of crack opening displacement
(COD) at crack surface, and the constitutive function of the COD and cohesive stress.
For the calculation of the crack opening displacements a K-superposition method was
employed [19]. Figure 4-7 shows that there are two contributions to Ke. One is the
stress intensity factor due to the applied load (P), Kp; the other, Kr, is due to
the cohesive forces o(x) acting across the crack faces in the process zone where the
material is softening. Hence we have
Ke = K, + K, = 0
The assumption here is that Ke is sufficient to characterize the singularity at the
crack tip.
The equilibrium of crack opening displacement at the crack surface is given by
6 = 6p- 6r
where 6p is the COD due to the three point bending load and 6r is the COD due to
the cohesive stress. These displacements are derived by Castigliano's theorem
2 oa OKF6y = o0 + K da
Two equations are therefore available relating the three point bending load to the
cohesive stresses. Solving the stress intensity equilibrium for the three point bending
load and substituting it into the COD equilibrium, we obtain a relationship between
the COD and the cohesive stresses
6(a, x) = -E a(a, c)H(a, x, c)dc
where
H(a, x, c)= K - 6,
A constitutive relationship for the material is needed to solve the problem. It is
given by an equation relating the COD to the cohesive stresses
o = f(6)
By substituting this into the COD/cohesive stress equation the crack opening dis-
placements, 6(a, x), can be solved for any given crack length and cohesive forces.
The solution is iterative, however, as the cohesive forces are initially assumed.
When the COD is solved the resulting cohesive forces are compared to the assumed
forces; when the COD and cohesive forces finally agree, the crack is in equilibrium
for that advancement. At this point the external force P and load-line displacement
D are solved.
4.4.2 Mixed Mode
Hillerborg observed that the model is also valid for mixed mode loading [24]. The
cohesive force model was further developed to simulate the load/load-line deflection
diagram of the sandwich specimen in mixed mode three-point bending loading. A
similar iterative computer model was created using the same theory as mode I load-
ing. Portions of this computer program script are given in Appendix A. In mixed
mode loading the K-superposition will include both tensile and shear cohesive forces.
Figure 4-8 shows that now there are four contributions to Ke. Here the external load
(P) is divided among load for mode I COD and load for mode II COD. Now the
mixed mode stress intensity factor may be expressed as
Ke = (Kp, + Kr,) + i(Kp,, + Kr,,)
Following in a similar manner the COD is given by
6 = (6p, + 6,,) + i(6,, + r,,j)
Utilizing Castigliano's theorem similar equations can be derived relating the mixed
mode three point bending load to the cohesive stresses. Again substituting the stress
intensity equilibrium into the COD equilibrium the relationship between the COD
and cohesive stresses is obtained
6 = Ji + i 1 = -E*[ a(a, c)H,(a, x, c)dc + i r(a, c)HI,(a, x, c)dc]
where
HI (a, z, c) = Kr,, JrKI
and
Hi,(a, z, c)= 6KrPI -Jr
KpII
Two constitutive relationships for the material now are needed. The tensile re-
lationship (similar to the relationship used in the mode I analysis) and the shear
-DrIT D K
+
SDPII
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T Dr,,
+D,
Figure 4-8: Mixed mode K-superposition
relationship are given by
c =f(61)
and
7 = f (G6)
Now the crack opening displacements can be solved for a given crack length and
cohesive forces.
Again the solution here is iterative in the same manner as the mode I simulation.
An agreement can be found between the crack opening displacements and the cohesive
stresses. When they are in equilibrium the external three point bending load is found
as the sum of the load creating mode I stresses and the load creating mode II stresses.
P = P + PII
Similarly the three point bending displacement is found as the sum of the displacement
due to mode I tractions and the displacement due to mode II tractions.
CT, t
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Figure 4-9: Bilinear and linear constitutive models
4.5 Method and Results of Experimentation
4.5.1 Methodology
The load/load-line deflection curves for the mode I interface tests were simulated
first. Two strain softening relationships were investigated for mode I tensile behavior.
They were the bilinear and linear models depicted in Figure 4-9. The bilinear model
used was the same that found success in modeling concretes, mortars, and aggregates
[35, 19, 40]. The area enclosed by the o - 6 relationship is given as the energy release
rate (Gf) of the material and the initial tensile stress (ft) is the modulus of rupture
of the material.
From each set of tests a representative sample was chosen to model. The chosen
sample was closest to the fracture load and ductility behavior of the group it came
from. From this chosen sample the fracture energy (Gsmpl) and the rupture stress
(f',smpl) was calculated by using the cross section of the beam reduced by the crack.
These material constants were used as parameters in the modeling program. The
results from the mode I simulation are shown in Figures 4-10 through 4-12. The
linear strain-softening relationship was plotted with dashed lines while the bilinear
relationship was plotted as a dotted line.
From the mode I simulations the linear constitutive relationship was found to
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Figure 4-10: Low strength mortar/smooth interface in mode I loading
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Figure 4-11: High strength mortar/smooth interface in mode I loading
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Figure 4-12: High strength mortar/sandblasted interface in mode I loading
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Figure 4-13: Normal strength mortar/smooth interface in mixed mode loading
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Figure 4-14: High strength mortar/smooth interface in mixed mode loading
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Figure 4-15: High strength mortar/sandblasted interface in mixed mode loading
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most accurately model the test results (see Results section 4.5.2). This relationship
was used as the mode I constitutive relationship in the mixed mode simulation to
investigate the shear cohesive behavior. The load/load-line deflection curves for the
mixed mode loading were simulated solely to investigate mode II strain softening
behavior. Again both linear and bilinear models were used in the iterative modeling
program (see Figure 4-9). The results from the mixed mode simulation are shown on
Figures 4-13 through 4-15. In all simulations the mode I constitutive model was held
as linear strain-softening. For mode II relationships the linear model was plotted
with dashed lines and the bilinear was plotted with dotted lines.
4.5.2 Results
A comparison of the models show the linear relationship achieved a much more accu-
rate simulation of the laboratory specimen behavior. The post peak behavior of the
sandwich specimens were modeled well, especially in the mixed mode simulation. For
mode I simulations the model suggested greater post peaking behavior than obtained
in experimentation. However, a qualitative comparison shows that the behaviorial
trends are similar to the experiments; i.e. relative post peak ductility is decreased
with higher strength mortar and increased with surface roughness.
Mode II simulations also suggest that the shear stress softening behavior is linear.
The brittleness of the interface is therefore significant even in mixed mode loading.
Shear ductility was found to increase with the sandblasted surfaces. The effect of
sandblasting is more pronounced in mixed mode loading. The rougher surface pro-
vides greater shear ship resistance through aggregate interlock; however, the increase
in mode I displacements undermines the shear locking. It is theorized that higher
shear versus tensile loadings may also increase ductility as well as interfacial strength.
4.6 Discussion
Perhaps most revealing about this investigation is the success of the linear strain-
softening relationship. While mortars, aggregates, and even concretes have been
lch
Figure 4-16: Characteristic length for linear contitutive relationship
modeled with bilinear strain softening, the interface of mortar and aggregate is a
much less ductile linear relationship. The brittleness in concrete is often attributed
to the interface, and here it is shown the relative significance of such a statement.
Since a linear strain softening relationship has successfuly modeled both tensile
and shear deformations it is possible to make a quantitative comparison of interfacial
brittleness. The success of the linear relationship demonstrates the model's sensitivity
to the COD where cohesive forces terminate. This critical COD, defined here as a
characteristic length Ich, is a material parameter dependent on the fracture energy
and ultimate tensile strength of the interface. For the linear consitutive model shown
in Figure 4-16 the length is defined as
lch = 2GF
Ut
where Gf, the fracture energy, was measured from the experimental results.
When this length is normalized by the compressive strength of the mortar, the
critical crack opening displacement is found to decrease with higher strength mortars.
Figure 4-17 shows the decrease in characteristic length with the three tested mortars
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Figure 4-17: Normalized characteristic length and corresponding mortar strength
of this study. A similar comparison can be made for an increase in surface roughness
while the mortar strength is held constant. Figure 4-18 plots the characteristic length
for high strength mortar with smooth and sandblasted aggregate surfaces. The duc-
tility of the interface and the characteristic length of these combinations increases
with rougher aggregate surfaces. It is concluded that rougher aggregates will provide
more ductile interfacial fracture.
The shear and tensile forces at one point on a mixed mode loaded interface are
plotted with corresponding mode I COD in Figure 4-19. It is interesting to note
that in mixed mode crack propagation the shear and tensile forces approach zero
at approximately the same mode I COD. This observation points to the conclusion
that the COD where cohesive forces reach zero is a good quantitative measure of
interfacial brittleness in both shear and tensile tractions. For concrete this measure
may be an appropriate description of the brittleness of concrete as a bulk material
since the interfacial region is often viewed as the initiation of microcracking.
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Figure 4-18: Characteristic length and corresponding surface roughness
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4.7 Summary
The investigation of strain softening behavior resulted in successful modeling of inter-
facial crack propagation for both tensile (Mode I) strains and mixed mode stresses.
Use of a linear strain-softening relationship was proven more accurate than bilinear in
modeling both tensile and shear interfacial cohesive stresses. With the linear strain
softening model cohesive stresses were studied and the ductility and characteristic
length were shown to decrease with higher mortar strengths. Similarly, the ductility
and characteristic length were shown to increase with aggregate surface roughness.
Based on these findings it is suggested that a characteristic length defined as the
mode I COD where tensile cohesion terminates be used as a quantifying measure of
brittleness for interfacial crack propagation and perhaps even concrete. Brittleness is
shown to decrease with rougher aggregate surfaces and increase with higher strength
mortars.
Future work is needed to determine the effect of interfacial fracture properties on
the ductility of concrete as a bulk material. Initially, however, the behavior of a crack
approaching the interfacial region needs to be investigated to establish the validity of
crack propagation criteria in mortar aggregate interfaces.
Chapter 5
Investigation of Interfacial
Influence on Composite Beam
Behavior
5.1 Introduction
In the pursuit of higher ductility high-strength concrete it is desirable to alter the
characteristics of the interface to encourage propagation around the aggregate instead
of through it. In doing so, the fracture behavior found in a normal strength concrete
would be maintained with a high-strength concrete's mechanical properties, resulting
in the desired high performance concrete. The key to altering the fracture behavior
lies in the interface; therefore, an investigation of the influence of fracture parameters
in this region on the behavior of the material is needed.
Due to a non-linear softening fracture behavior, normal strength concrete is con-
sidered a ductile material when compared to other brittle materials such as glass,
ceramic, and some rocks. This ductility is attributable to the fracture process zone
of the crack front; the process zone in normal strength concrete is due largely by
the presence of aggregates. In this failure process, cracks are arrested and deflected
to reduce the crack driving force and essence absorb energy. In this mode of failure
aggregate properties are important factors [11, 38]. These failure mechanisms occur
when the fracture toughness of the aggregate is greater than the fracture toughness
of the interface. In high-strength concrete, the fracture toughness of the aggregate is
often weaker than the fracture toughness of the interface. The failure mode changes
to resemble a uniform material accompanied by brittle fracture. At this point prop-
erties of the coarse aggregate will significantly affect the toughening mechanisms in
high-strength concrete; if an aggregate with fracture toughness higher than the high-
strength interface were used a more ductile failure may be realized.
The process of accurately modeling a two-phase composite such as concrete in-
volves consideration of relative properties of the two materials. It has been shown
that crack propagation can be drastically altered from around an aggregate to through
an aggregate when the fracture toughness of the interface is greater than that of the
aggregate. To accurately represent propagation in concrete a model cannot be limited
to considering only propagation through the aggregate; a simulation for propagation
around the aggregate is also needed to complete the possible routes of crack propa-
gation.
An analysis method to predict the fracture behavior of concrete based on frac-
ture properties of its constituent materials is needed to evaulate the design of high-
performance concrete. Several fracture models have been proposed to characterize
the non-linear fracture behavior of concrete. These include the fictitious crack model
[24], the crack band model [6], and the two parameter models [32]. These analysis
methods and parameters are useful to evaluate the ductility of the softening material.
However, there are no appropriate methods to predict the load-deflection curves with
multi-phase softening composites such as high-strength mortar matrix with aggre-
gate inclusions. Furthermore, a model for both crack propagation schemes of through
the aggregate and around it is also needed.
This study investigates the influence of mortar, aggregate, and interfacial fracture
properties on the performance of concrete composites. Relative fracture parameters
and how they affect the behavior and ductility of the composite are studied in a com-
bined experimental and analytical research program. For this, a variety of mortars,
aggregates, and interfaces are tested through mortar beams with embedded circular
aggregate inclusions. Analytical models are employed to simulate the fracture process
of the tested physical specimens during failure. The models are used in parametric
studies to investigate the influence of relative fracture properties of the mortar, ag-
gregate, and interface on the deformation behavior of the composite.
5.1.1 Experimental Procedure
Introduction
For this study, circular inclusion beam specimens were tested to investigate interfacial
fracture in concrete composites under three point bending mode I (tensile stresses).
Three different mortar strengths were used with a circular inclusions of limestone
and granite placed along the crack path in an initially cracked three-point bending
specimen. An initial crack was created in the mortar matrix below the inclusion.
The testing parameters in this study were the mortar strength, the mode of crack
propagation, and the aggregate surface roughness. All specimens were made using
Type III cement to produce high early strength mortars. Tests were conducted in
mode I three point bending. Smooth and sandblasted aggregate surface roughnesses
were used to investigate how surface properties of the aggregate affect brittleness in
the interfacial zone.
Materials
Three different strength mortars were combined with the aggregate inclusions to cre-
ate the specimens. The mortars tested had strengths of 40.0 MPa, 58.6 MPa, and 83.7
MPa for low, medium, and high strength specimens. The medium and high strength
mortars were made using a naphtalene sulfonate type superplasticizer and condensed
silica fume in slurry form. The granite chosen was Chelmsford Granite, quarried by
Fletcher Granite Co., Chelmsford, MA and the limestone was from Plymouth Quar-
ries, Plymouth, MA. The mix proportions of the mortars are given in Table 5.1 and
the properties of the materials are reported in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: 1Mix proportions of mortars
S/C SF/C HRWR/C
Mix W/(C+SF) [%] [%]
Low strength 0.50 2.0 0.0 0.0
Med strength 0.35 2.0 5.0 1.0
High strength 0.283 2.0 10.4 2.2
W-water, C-cement, S-sand, SF-silica fume, HRWR-high range water reducer
Table 5.2: Material properties
ac at E v Gf
Material [MPa] [MPa] [GPa] [J/m 2]
Low strength mortar 40.0 2.8 27.8 0.2 39.0
Med strength mortar 48.6 3.2 32.5 0.2 43.2
High strength mortar 83.8 5.0 33.3 0.2 57.0
Granite 123.0 6.2 42.2 0.16 59.7
Limestone 57.5 3.1 34.5 0.18 29.2
The two roughnesses of the granite were characterized optically. Smooth surfaces
were acheived solely by the diamond core bit cut; the surface was smooth to the touch
with no visible scratches. The sandblasted surface acheived a pit depth of about 0.5
mm with an average grain diameter of about 3.0 mm.
Test Configuration and Loading
The three point bending configuration shown in Figure 5-1 was used. For each series
of specimens six testing beams were cast. The dimensions of the single inclusion
specimen were 300 mm x 75 mm x 25 mm. The relative initial crack length was held
constant at 1/3 the beam depth. This crack was created with a thin diamond saw
cut one day before the specimens were tested. The specimens were tested at the age
of 7 days on a 1-kip Instron testing machine. The load/load-line deflection curves
from this Instron machine were obtained with 0.1 mm accuracy.
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Figure 5-1: Three point bending loading used on circular inclusion specimens
Results of Experimental Program
The average failure loads P,"g for the valid tests are reported in Table 5.3. A central
portion from a sample beam is shown in Figure 5-2. Load/load-line displacement
curves for samples from each tested series are shown in Figure 5-4. The post-peak
failure shape of these curves provide a qualitative comparison of the ductility of the
various interfaces. Load/load-line displacement curves for samples from the speci-
mens with one inclusion are shown in Figure 5-4(a). Central portions from samples
of these testing series showing crack deflection and aggregate penetration are shown
in Figure 5-3. The loading deflections show a decrease in post peak behavior with
stronger mortars; these interfaces can be said to be more brittle. It is also observed
that more ductile post-peak behavior is demonstrated by samples with sandblasted
surfaces. This behavior may be attributable to the increased shear resistance of the
rougher surface. These differences in behaviors of the specimens with different in-
terfacial fracture properties indicate that the interface has a significant influence on
the fracture of the concrete composite. To further study this influence, an analytical
procedure was conducted.
Figure 5-2: S'ample specimen from the tested series
Figure 5-3: Sample specimens from the one inclusion testing series
Table 5.3: Fracture loads of the tested specimens
Type of Mode of Pu"V
Series Aggregate Failure [kN]
Low strength/smooth Granite Interfacial 0.6150
Medium strength/smooth Granite Interfacial 0.6217
High strength/smooth Granite Interfacial 0.6377
Low strength/sandblasted Granite Interfacial 0.5664
Medium strength/sandblasted Granite Interfacial 0.6166
High strength/sandblasted Granite Interfacial 0.6655
0.2 0.4
Displacement (mm)
Figure 5-4: Experimental load/load-line deflection diagrams
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5.2 Analytical Procedure
A cohesive force model similar to the analysis performed in earlier chapters was
used to investigate the influence of interfacial and aggregate fracture properties on
the performance of the tested composites. The implementation of a cohesive force
model requires stress intensity factors for a series of crack propagation steps that
represent a discretization of fracture around a circular inclusion. Each of these 'steps'
represents the geometry of a hairline crack along the crack path up to the ending point
of the crack. A cohesive force model relies on the integration of fictitious cohesive
forces trailing the crack tip in an equilibrium with the external force. Because of this
integration, several finite element simulations were conducted to investigate the stress
intensities created as a crack propagates around a circular inclusion.
5.2.1 Finite Element Investigation
Over the last decade or so, the finite element method has become firmly established
as a standard procedure for the solution of practical fracture problems. A number
of techniques have been suggested for evaluating stress intensity factors from finite
element results but adequate representation of thes crack tip singularity is a problem
common to most of these methods. The use of finite elements in fracture predictions
requires two distinct considerations:
Crack tip singularity modelling. Initial studies involving the use of finite
element methods in fracture mechanics employing conventional constant
stress elements concluded that extremely fine mesh subdivision near the
stress concentration was necessary for accurate results. The development
of higher-order elements, such as the isoparametric family, permitted the
same order of accuracy to be achieved with coarser mesh subdivisions.
However, for efficient numerical solutions of fracture problems it is ad-
vantageous to develop special crack tip elements which directly model the
asymptotic intensity near tip elastic strain field singularity. Though many
versions employing both hybrid and displacement formulations have been
developed to date, it is perhaps more important to note that it is not
entirely necessary to completely model the crack tip singularity, as will be
seen later.
Interpretation of the finite element results. After displacement and stress
fields have been determined in the model, a method for calculating the
stress intensity factor must be developed. The most obvious approach is
to relate the analytical solutions for the near tip stress and displacement
fields to the values obtained from the finite element analysis. This tech-
nique, employed in this study, requires exrapolation procedures to obtain
useful results. Other methods include the strain energy release rate and
virtual crack extension methods. Another approach is to derive the stress
intensity factors from the value of a path independent intergral. The line
integral which has been used most often is Rice's J-integral.
The use of these methods has the distinct advantage that an exact modelling of
the crack tip stress and displacement fields is not necessary and accurate results can
be obtained by the use of relatively coarse meshes of conventional elements.
Displacement Extrapolation
The analytical expressions for the displacement variation along radial lines emanating
from the crack tip are given by Equation 5.1
_[(2- os r 0]
- /-= (2 - 1)cos ] Kco2 [(2n + 3)sin 5 + sin4. p 27r 2 2os 4p2 
-2 (5.1)
v 2 2 sin + [(2r - 3) cos + cosL
Substituting the values of u or v and r for nodal points along a radial line emanating
from the crack tip as shown in Figure 5-5 allows a plot of K, and KI, against radial
distance r. By discarding the results for points very close to the crack tip (where
maximum error would be expected) the solutions can be extrapolated to r = 0.
Figure 5-5: Nodes used for displacement extrapolation equations
Implementation
One aspect of this investigation was to develop a computer algorithm to evaluate
stress intensity factors based on displacement extrapolation. This technique was
employed with conventional isoparametric elements. It has the distinct advantage
that combined mode behavior could be separated into K, and KII components. This
ability proved important later. This is also not possible with energy methods or line
integral techniques mentioned earlier.
This subroutine evaluates the stress intensity factors and requires definition of
radial direction along which extrapolation is to take place. Stress intensity factors
are evaluated for each nodel point along the chosen radius; these values are then
plotted and extrapolated to r = 0. The final algorithm includes this code:
'*** Calculate elastic factor for plane stress or plane strain.
If frmGraphics.optPlaneStress.Value = True Then
kappa = (3# - poisl) / (1# + poisl)
Else
kappa = 3# - 4# * poisl
End If
rootp = Sqr(2 * 3.14159)
'*** Lefthand side of Equation 5.1.
denmuI = (2# * kappa - 1#) * Cos(theta / 2#) - Cos(1.5 * theta)
denmvI = (2# * kappa + 1#) * Sin(theta / 2#) - Sin(1.5 * theta)
'*** Calculate transformed displacements.
dispu = pcord(sifnode, 1) * Cos(phi) + pcord(sifnode, 2) * Sin(phi)
dispv = pcord(sifnode, 2) * Cos(phi) - pcord(sifnode, 1) * Sin(phi)
'*** Define some sort of tolerance and calculate Mode I stress intensity
factor.
If Abs(denmuI) > tol Then sfacuI = 4 * shear * rootp * dispu / (denmuI *
Sqr(b))
If Abs(denmvI) > tol Then sfacvI = 4 * shear * rootp * dispv / (denmvI *
Sqr(b))
'*** Assure no division by zero.
If theta < .01 Then sfacvI = 0#
If theta > 3# Then sfacuI = 0#
'*** Mode II stress intensity factor.
denmuIl = -(2# * kappa + 3#) * Sin(theta / 2#) - Sin(1.5 * theta)
denmvII = (2# * kappa - 3#) * Cos(theta / 2#) + Cos(1.5 * theta)
'*** Tolerance.
If Abs(denmuII) > tol Then
sfacuII = 4 * shear * rootp * dispu / (denmuII Sqr(b))
Else
sfacuII = 0#
End If
If Abs(denmvII) > tol Then
sfacvII = 4 * shear * rootp * dispv / (denmvII * Sqr(b))
Else
sfacvII = 0#
End If
If theta < .01 Then sfacuII = 0#
If theta > 3# Then sfacvII = 0#
Figure 5-6: Finite element discretization of the circular inclusion specimen
5.2.2 Results of Finite Element Investigation
A cohesive force model requires several integrations of cohesive forces trailing the crack
tip along the crack path. For this reason, permutations of finite element simulations
was conducted with the mesh shown in Figure 5-6. As the crack progresses around
the inclusion stress intensity factors are needed for cohesive forces at each node along
the crack path.
Because crack propagation around a circular inclusion is not symmetric, both
global forces and cohesive forces will result in mode I and mode II stress intensities
at the crack tip. The results of the finite element investigation are presented in
Tables 5.4 through 5.8. The results are tabulated into divisions representing various
stages of crack propagation around the 8 discretized inclusion nodes shown in Figure 5-
7. Simulations for cohesive forces trailing the crack tip are notated by the location of
the force (in terms of the degree of the node it is located) and the fracture mode the
force represents (i for mode I and ii for mode II forces). Each entry in these tables
represents a separate simulation run on one of MIT's Athena workstations.
A plot of the phase angle with respect to the location of the crack around the
inclusion is shown in Figure 5-8. It is interesting to note the increase in mode II
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Figure 5-7: Degree notation of the circular inclusion specimen
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Table 5.4: Results of finite element investigation (crack position 0°-67.50)
Crack Position Load Position K, Kll
22.5 Oi 2.36 2.77
Oii 0.67 0.74
ai 0.67 0.74
aii 2.36 2.77
bi 0.49 1.32
bii 2.23 1.45
ci 0.64 1.45
cii 2.02 1.02
P 0.33 1.41
45 22.5i 1.51 5.32
22.5ii 0.21 1.10
Oi 2.08 3.96
Oii 0.94 2.65
ai 0.94 2.65
aii 2.08 3.96
bi 0.81 2.30
bii 2.09 4.01
ci 0.92 2.59
cii 1.99 3.77
P 0.33 1.41
67.5 45i 1.20 1.42
45ii 0.99 1.91
22.5i 1.82 0.61
22.5ii 0.95 2.04
Oi 1.52 0.50
Oii 1.47 2.18
ai 1.431 1.341
aii 1.478 0.620
bi 1.250 1.186
bii 1.633 0.564
ci 1.268 1.107
cii 1.648 0.446
P 0.38 1.12
Table 5.5: Results of finite element investigation (crack position 90'-112.5°)
Crack Position Load Position K, KII
90 67.5i 1.12 3.46
67.5ii 0.33 1.59
45i 1.85 2.34
45ii 0.90 2.32
22.5i 1.35 1.15
22.5ii 1.37 2.81
Oi 0.87 0.22
Oii 1.74 3.03
ai 1.74 3.03
aii 0.87 0.22
bi 1.56 2.92
bii 1.06 0.18
ci 1.54 2.89
cii 1.10 0.08
P 0.43 1.19
112.5 90i 1.49 12.85
90ii 0.55 2.67
67.5i 1.98 10.84
67.5ii 1.19 5.00
45i 1.29 5.11
45ii 1.73 8.09
22.5i 0.69 1.06
22.5ii 2.09 9.68
Oi 0.09 1.76
Oii 2.13 9.87
ai 2.13 9.87
aii 0.88 2.81
bi 1.93 9.37
bii 0.30 2.00
ci 1.89 9.15
cii 0.35 1.71
P 0.52 3.16
Table 5.6: Results of finite element investigation (crack position 135 °)
Crack Position
135
Load Position
112.5i
112.5ii
90i
90ii
67.5i
67.5ii
45i
45ii
22.5i
22.5ii
Oi
Oii
ai
aii
bi
bii
ci
cii
P
KI
1.53
0.14
1.67
1.16
1.06
1.68
0.39
1.99
0.26
1.99
0.77
1.69
1.69
0.77
1.56
0.565
1.52
0.523
0.49
KI,
10.24
2.56
7.23
5.60
3.85
7.97
0.64
8.92
2.92
11.11
6.04
8.76
7.58
5.08
6.94
3.876
6.73
3.722
2.12
Table 5.7: Results of finite element investigation (crack position 157.50)
Crack Position
157.5
Load Position
135i
135ii
112.5i
112.5ii
90i
90ii
67.5i
67.5ii
45i
45ii
22.5i
22.5ii
Oi
Oii
ai
aii
bi
bii
ci
cii
K1
2.33
0.50
1.98
1.51
1.30
1.57
0.50
2.57
0.38
2.58
1.15
2.24
1.62
1.59
1.59
1.62
1.45
1.41
1.42
1.36
0.50
Kii
1.95
2.07
0.84
2.50
0.41
6.16
1.90
2.67
2.98
1.78
3.65
1.41
3.88
1.18
0.88
3.88
0.67
4.04
0.65
4.06
0.43
Table 5.8: Results of finite element investigation (crack position 180')
Crack Position
180
Load Position
157.5i
157.5ii
135i
135ii
112.5i
112.5ii
90i
90ii
67.5i
67.5ii
45i
45ii
22.5i
22.5ii
Oi
Oii
ai
aii
bi
bii
ci
cii
K,
2.12
0.30
2.54
2.02
1.67
2.87
0.61
3.42
0.45
3.46
1.46
3.07
2.21
2.30
2.47
1.24
1.24
2.47
1.11
2.19
1.10
1.91
0.34
KI,,
4.27
2.66
3.30
4.10
1.46
4.88
0.26
6.04
2.52
3.97
4.40
2.37
6.29
0.25
6.82
0.09
0.09
5.90
0.12
5.84
0.13
5.78
0.72
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Figure 5-8: Phase angle at discretized nodes around the inclusion
contribution as the crack continues around the inclusion; this may explain why many
crack paths 'kink' into the mortar instead of propagating completely around an inclu-
sion. Specifically, note the jump in phase angle at position 1350. Given the fracture
toughness curves of most interfaces, this would indicate an increased resistance to
propagation along the interface at this point. In fact, kinking out of the interface into
the mortar at this point was often observed in testing these specimens. An analysis
of the interfacial fracture energy at points along the interface around an inclusion will
reveal the point where the crack will kink out due to a lower fracture resistance in
the mortar in any geometry.
5.3 Computational Simulation
The investigation of the load-deflection behavior of the circular inclusion testing spec-
imen includes the modified Hillerborg model and both linear and bilinear constitutive
II
I
relationships for the different phases. Simulations of the load/load-line displacement
diagram of circular inclusion specimens in three-point bending is made available
through an iterative computer model.
The relation of external load and displacement is obtained by solving the equations
of the net stress intensity factor (Ke), the equilibrium of crack opening displacement
(COD) at crack surface, and the constitutive function of the COD and cohesive stress.
For the calculation of the crack opening displacements a K-superposition method was
employed. In the mixed-mode fracture found in the circular inclusion specimens the
K-superposition will include both tensile and shear cohesive forces. Figure 5-9 shows
that there are three contributions to Ke. One is the stress intensity factor due to
the applied load (P), Kp; the others, Kr,, is due to the cohesive tensile forces a(z)
and Kr,,, is due to the cohesive shear forces r(x) acting across the crack faces in the
process zone where the material is softening. Here the external load (P) is divided
among load for mode I COD and load for mode II COD. Now the mixed mode stress
intensity factor may be expressed as
Ke = (Kp, + KrI) + i(Kp,, + Kr1i) (5.2)
Following in a similar manner the COD is given by
6 = (Spi + 6r,) + i(6PiI + Jr,,) (5.3)
Now equations are needed to relate the mixed mode three point bending load to
Pr
TDp, Dr,
PIIP
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Figure 5-9: Stress intensity superposition for circular inclusion specimens
the cohesive stresses. By substituting the stress intensity equilibrium into the COD
equilibrium the relationship between the COD and cohesive stresses is obtained
6 = 6, + i61, =
S[E* a(a, c)Hj(a, x, c)dc + i o r(a, c)HI,(a, x, c)dc] (5.4)
where
H, (a, x, c) = Gi(a, c)Fi(a) a G (z, x)Gi(z, c)dzf Fj(z)Gj(z, c)dz -
HI,(a, x, c) = G (a, c)~ a F(z)G1 ,(z, c)dz - a G,(z, x)GI(z, c)dz
where GI, GII, FI, and F11 are stress intensity factors given by the finite element
investigation described above.
To integrate the stress intensity factors GI, GGI, FI, and F11 , a psuedo-integration
P
K
D r v
and
was achieved by summing the stress intensity factors for a given crack position multi-
plied by a tributary area at that position. Cohesive forces existed at the three nodes
below the inclusion (which had a tributary area of [(2" - ") /2] /3 = 0.208") and
each of the eight nodes around the inclusion (a tributary area of (Tr * - ) /8 = 0.147").
This step of the program relied on MATLAB's matrix handling capabilities.
Constitutive relationships for the constituent materials are needed. The tensile
relationship and the shear relationship for the interfacial nodes are given by the linear
relationship proven successful in the interfacial constitutive relationship investigation,
above. A bilinear tensile relationship was used for the mortar and aggregate nodes,
as shown successful by Dr. Kitsutaka [35]. Now the crack opening displacements can
be solved for a given crack length and cohesive forces.
Again the solution here is iterative in the same manner as all cohesive force sim-
ulations. An agreement can be found between the crack opening displacements and
the cohesive stresses. When they are in equilibrium the external three point bending
load is found as the sum of the load creating mode I stresses and the load creating
mode II stresses.
P = PI + PrI
Similarly the three point bending displacement is found as the sum of the displacement
due to mode I tractions and the displacement due to mode II tractions.
5.4 Results of Analytical Models
The load/load-line deflection curves for the interfacial propagation tests were simu-
lated first. From each set of experimental tests a representative sample was chosen to
model. The chosen sample was closest to the fracture load and ductility behavior of
the group it came from. From previous experimental work (above) the fracture en-
ergy (Gfj) and the rupture stress (f\ ) of the interface was calculated and the fracture
energy (Gfm) and the rupture stress (fm) of the mortar was calculated from material
parameters testing in this experimental series. These material constants were used as
parameters in the modeling program. The results from the simulations are shown in
Figures 5-10 to 5-12. The analytical strain-softening model results are plotted with
dashed lines while the experimental results are given as solid lines.
The results of the interfacial simulation program show a good approximation to the
experimental model performance. However, in some of the cases is it seen that post-
peak behavior is overestimated. This may be attributable to the fact that in many
experimental models the crack was observed to 'kink out' at about the 'two o'clock'
position on the circular aggregate. In the analytical model the crack was prescribed
to continue around the aggregate at this point. Had the crack been simulated to
kink out the geometry would have changed drastically because the crack would have
propagated vertically upwards, making the specimen extremely more compliant and
therefore reducing the post-peak behavior.
Low strength mortar with smooth granite inclusion
- Experimental
- - Simulation
0.0 0.2
Load line deflection (mm)
Figure 5-10: Results of simulation applied to normal strength/smooth interface spec-
imen
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Figure 5-11: Results of simulation applied to high strength/smooth interface specimen
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High strength mortar with sandblasted granite inclusion
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Figure 5-12:
specimen
Results of simulation applied to high strength/sandblasted interface
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5.5 Fracture Parameters Influencing Crack Paths
and Ductility
Since the results have been shown to successfully model the physical behavior of the
composite specimens, the analytical models may be used to study in a qualitative
manner the effect of the material parameters on the composite behavior. Parameters
useful to study in the interfacial model include the relative fracture energy of the
interface Gf, to that of the mortar Gfm as P = Gf1 /Gfm and relative tensile strength
of the interface at, to that of the mortar at, as T = t,/at,m. Figures 5-13 and 5-14
show the results of such a parametric study for the load/load-line displacement curves
of beam specimens with normal strength mortar. In this numerical calculation P and
T were varied and interfacial cracking was prescribed for all cases (i.e., D < D,).
As shown in this parametric study, the parameter P directly affects the ductility
of the interfacial cracking region of the LLD plot. It can be concluded from the study
that a lower relative fracture energy is desirable from the interface. Perhaps this could
be achieved through chemical or mechanical means such as less reactive aggregates
or an aggregate with a specially treated surface such as the smooth aggregate used
in this study.
Also shown in this parametric study is the volatile influence of the parameter T.
This parameter drastically affects the performance of the fracture. It may be noted,
however, that the values used in the tensile parametric study are more drastic than
the values in the energy study; additionally, it can be oberved that some of the tensile
strengths used are practically impossible. More work into the study of this parameter
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Figure 5-13: Results of parametric study for parameter P
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Figure 5-14: Results of parametric study for parameter T
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is needed.
5.6 Summary
The implementation of newly discovered interfacial strain-softening behavior with
previously implemented mortar strain-softening behavior resulted in successful mod-
eling of the circular interfacial composite specimen. Use of a linear strain-softening
relationship was proven to accurately model the behavior of the interface in the com-
posite. With the linear strain softening model cohesive stresses were studied and
the ductility and characteristic length were shown to decrease with higher mortar
strengths. Similarly, the ductility was shown to increase with aggregate surface rough-
ness. A parametric study of the relative influence of interfacial fracture parameters
shows that the ductility of the composite model is related to the fracture energy and
tensile strength of the interface. This analysis method is considered applicable to
developing an ideal formulation for high-performance concrete.
Future work is needed to apply these models to real concrete. A comparison should
also be made between the relative behavior of the two models to achieve an overall
understanding of the behavior of the composite influenced by the relative interfacial
and constituent properties. This global model could then be used to optimize a
high-performance concrete based on its constituent properties.
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Chapter 6
Influence of Mortar-Aggregate
Interfaces and Aggregate
Properties on Real Concrete
The ductility and failure behavior of cementitious composites have been shown to
be affected by the fracture properties of the constituent materials and the properties
of the interfaces between these materials. In the previous chapter, composite mod-
els were shown to be affected by the properties of the mortar-aggregate interface,
while Kitsutaka (1993) has shown that similar models were affected by aggregate
properties when fracture propagated through the aggregate. In this chapter, the role
of mortar-aggregate interfaces in the development of high strength concrete with
optimum strength and ductility will be examined. In light of the limitations inher-
ent in the previous composite model studies, qualitative correlation of the results of
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the model studies to the behavior of the real concrete will be made. Results and
techniques developed from the previous research phases will be extended to assess
the influence of constituent material parameters on the performance of real concrete.
These parameters include interfacial and constituent fracture energies of the materials
and aggregate volume fraction and maximum aggregate size. This chapter describes
work performed in conjunction with other researchers [34].
6.1 Material Design of High Performance Con-
crete
The general purpose of high performance concrete mix designed for a specific contract
and use is to select materials and their proportions which will meet, economically,
the properties of a desired high performance construction material in both the fresh
and hardened states. For concrete in general, the design process has been refined into
stages [15]:
1. Materials Selection
To select materials which will combine to give desired behavior of the
specified material.
2. Mix Proportioning
To select relative proportions to produce desired characteristics of
both wet and dry concrete.
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To determine the total quantities of materials and optimize cost based
on relative rates of these materials.
To produce batch data for the production of all possible mixes and
volumes.
3. Mix Selection
To select the most appropriate mix to meet specified material charac-
teristics, taking account of the latest feedback from the quality control
systems.
To provide additional data for special mix designs not covered above.
High strength concrete is characterized by greater strength and improvements to
other properties such as permeability, durability, and stiffness; however, it is also typ-
ically more brittle than normal strength concrete, limiting its application in flexural
members. In the past, ductility has been improved in concrete through the addition
of fibers. However, fiber reinforced concretes are often costly in terms of materials
and manufacturing processes; therefore, there is increased interest in the development
of a high strength concrete with improved ductility characteristics through control of
constituent material properties and admixtures.
6.1.1 Compressive Strength
In recent years, interfaces between the mortar matrix and the aggregates in concrete
have been shown to strongly influence the mechanical properties of the global material
[26, 48, 10]. In high strength concretes incorporating silica fume the alterations to the
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mortar-aggregate interfacial zone have been shown to improve the transfer of stresses
from the matrix to the aggregate, allowing more contribution from the aggregate
to load resistance [38, 14, 56]. It has been shown that these stronger interfaces
can enhance the strength, stiffness, and durability of the cementitious material [7].
However, there are many contradictory results and conclusive information on the role
of interfaces in concrete compressive strength is not widely available.
Aggregate properties are key elements in determining the compressive strength of
concrete. Several studies have been made of the effects of aggregates on the strength
and elastic modulus of high strength concrete [43, 2]. However, it is important to
recognize that composite behavior of the concrete may also be just as influential. For
example, compressive strength decreases with increasing pore size or total porosity
and increases with reduced aggregate size, regardless of aggregate type. These effects
are generally attributable to large inhomogeneties near the aggregate; the location of
the largest aggregate particle is often associated with the largest flaw in the concrete.
Since these pores and microcracks are responsible for crack initiation and propagation,
the effect of the strength of the aggregate particle may be reduced by its geometric
properties.
6.1.2 Tensile Strength
In the 1920's Griffith introduced a crack theory suggesting that cracks in materials will
propagate if energy released by crack propagation is larger that the energy required
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to form new surfaces. The tensile stress of a material was given by
= E (6.1)7ra
where 2a is the diameter of the largest flaw or pore, and F and E are the fracture
energy and elastic modulus of the material. This equation, when applied to concrete,
explains the improvements in strength with smaller flaws which can be controlled
with smaller aggregates. It depicts concrete's tensile strength as a function of largest
flaw size instead of total porosity. For this reason, many tensile strength equations
of concrete as a quasi-brittle material have been introduced in terms of the fracture
toughness (Kc) and a critical crack tip opening displacement (CTODC) [31, 33]
(K )2ft = t CTODc (6.2)E CTODC
where Ct is a coefficient and E is the elastic modulus. This critical crack tip opening
displacement is a representation of the material's critical flaw size. It is similar to
the characterisitc length, introduced earlier, proposed by Hillerborg in 1980. This
material characteristic was derived from a modification to the Griffith crack theory
ft FE (6.3)
where the characteristic length, Ich, now represents the material's critical flaw size.
Rewriting this equation yields the characteristic length in terms of other material
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parameters
FElch = (6.4)(ft)2
The characteristic length is the most commonly used quantitative measure of
ductility in concrete. It relates the fracture energy, the stiffness, and the tensile
strength to represent a critical material flaw size. Since it is also a measure of the
deformation a concrete ligament can sustain before fracture, it is appropriate as a
representation of ductility. It is noted that to improve the ductility of concrete the
fracture energy and stiffness must be improved while decreasing the material's tensile
strength.
6.1.3 Fracture Toughness
It is generally agreed that as the strength of concrete increases the ductility decreases,
becoming more brittle. An increase in the strength of mortar-aggregate bonds may
alter the fracture process of the material; crack penetration through the aggregates
has been observed in high strength concrete, indicating a less pronounced effect of
crack arrest by the aggregates and more global brittle behavior [13, 20]. However, in
normal strength concrete the fracture path is generally twisted and tortuous. When
a dominant crack intercepts an aggregate, it will most likely deflect around the aggre-
gate because mortar-aggregate interfaces in normal strength concrete are generally
weak. Deflection reduces the stress intensity at the new crack tip due to the new
orientation, increasing the material toughness.
Introducing good interfacial bonding and smaller sized aggregates may change the
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mode of crack propagation in high strength concrete back to interfacial deflection. In
this case, crack front trapping may occur, increasing the toughness of high strength
concrete. Crack front trapping would hinder crack propagation at the particle site.
The crack front would bow around the trap site and retard the propagation process.
In crack front trapping mechanisms the concrete toughness has been found to increase
as the volume fraction of aggregates increases [28]. The criteria governing the propa-
gation of cracks through the aggregate or around in a crack trapping mechanism can
be expressed through fracture mechanics, as will be discussed in the next section.
6.2 Crack Propagation at Mortar-Aggregate In-
terfaces in Real Concrete
It has been suggested that the mechanical properties of concrete are largely at-
tributable to the properties of mortar-aggregate interface regions [21, 37]. Quan-
titative studies of interfacial fracture processes through interface fracture mechanics
concepts offer great potential for the understanding of the global material behavior of
concrete. The main objectives of interface fracture mechanics applied to real concrete
are to define and assess the fracture energy release rate of mortar-aggregate interfaces
and also to quantify fracture criteria for crack path prediction.
In concrete, a crack impinging a mortar-aggregate interface has been shown to
advance by either penetrating into the aggregate or deflecting along the interface [7].
Let Fi be the toughness of the interface as a function of V) and let F1 be the mode I
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toughness of the aggregate. The impinging crack is likely to be deflected if
Fi Gd
-< (6.5)F 1  G 'p
where F1 and Fi are material properties, which can be measured by fracture testing,
and Gd is the energy release rate of the deflected crack and Gm ax is the maximum en-
ergy release rate of the penetrated crack. For complex geometries the ratio Gd/Gpax
can be calculated using numerical analyses schemes, but the ratio has been analyti-
cally computed for semi-infinite crack problems [22]. It was found that with a = 0
and the crack approaching perpendicular to the interface, Gd/GP is equal to approx-
imately 1/4, indicating that in the semi-infinite crack problem the crack will deflect
if the interface toughness is less than a quarter of the aggregate.
From previous testing phases, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that composite
specimens with limestone aggregate have generally failed with transgranular aggregate
penetration while specimens with granite aggregate have generally failed through
interfacial deflection. These failure processes can be verified through application of
Equation 6.5, which can be solved for the range of phase angles which will result in
interfacial crack propagation during failure of the composite.
Fi(4) F (G 1  (6.6)Sr Gmoax
The results of solutions for Gd/G, ax for semi-infinite crack planes with respect to
elastic mismatch parameters [22] are applied with results from previous work in in-
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Table 6.1: Ranges of crack tip phase angles resulting in interfacial propagation
Material '4' Predicted mode
combination a for interfacial of failure
Normal strength/limestone 0.108 < 530 Penetration
Normal strength/granite 0.206 < 780 Interfacial
High strength/limestone 0.018 < 450 Penetration
High strength/granite 0.118 < 750 Interfacial
terfacial fracture energy [9] to compute ranges of phase angles for different material
combinations, as shown in Table 6.1. Concrete specimens with granite aggregates
were calculated to have a much wider range of crack tip phase angles that result in
interfacial crack propagation. Likewise, specimens with limestone were calculated to
have a lower range of interfacial crack tip phase angles, indicating that failure through
aggregate penetration was more likely to occur.
From Equation 6.5 it is shown that the fracture energy of the interface relative
to the aggregate can shift the fracture processes in concrete from interfacial to ag-
gregate penetration, altering the behavior of the material. However, little is known
about the quantitative influence this shift and different constituent and interfacial
fracture properties will have on the behavior of concrete. Furthermore, the influence
of variations in the aggregate volume fraction and size on the behavior of the concrete
is not widely known. For these reasons, concrete specimens with strong and weak
aggregates were tested with different mortar strengths, aggregate volume fractions,
and aggregate sizes to study these influences.
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6.3 Experimental Procedure
6.3.1 Scope
General principles governing high strength concrete properties and fracture behavior
were reviewed. Limitation on the extent of available knowledge with respect to the
design of high strength concrete with improved strength, fracture energy, and ductility
have also been highlighted. Specifically, issues that need to be investigated include:
1. The influence of aggregate and interfacial properties on crack propagation and
ductility of high strength concrete,
2. How volume fractions and sizes of aggregates and interfacial zones will affect
fracture behavior and ductility,
3. How various interfacial and aggregate properties can be adjusted to produce
optimum composite performance.
To address these issues a variety of real concretes with varying constituent material
properties are proposed and tested. Beam specimens consisting of varying aggregate
strengths, sizes, and volume fractions are tested in three point bending. The RILEM
Technical Committee 89-FMT on Fracture Mechanics of Concrete-Test Methods pro-
posed in 1990 a recommendation to measure the material fracture toughness using a
three point bending beam. These pre-notched beam specimens subjected to three-
point bending have been used to measure the mode I fracture toughness and fracture
energy of concrete. The beam specimens, shown in Figure 6-1 have a precrack to 1/3
the beam depth in the middle of the span. By testing these specimens the fracture
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energy Gf and in conjunction with tensile strengths the characteristic length 1ch of
the material can be measured.
During fracture of the specimens, propagating cracks will impinge an aggregate
inclusion and either propagate through the aggregate in transgranular faulre or deflect
though the interface in interfacial failure. These different failure modes may strongly
influence the fracture toughness of the concrete. Furthermore, variations in aggregate
size and volume fraction may also influence the behavior of the concrete. These
aspects are studied in an experimental program incorporating concrete beams under
three point bending.
6.3.2 Testing Specimen
Concrete physical models were tested to study the influence of interfacial fracture
characteristics, aggregate volume fraction, and aggregate size on the behavior of con-
crete. Beam specimens shown in Figure 6-1 were tested under three-point bending
to investigate concrete fracture. The dimensions of beam specimens were 700 mm
x 150 mm x 75 mm in accordance with Rilem Technical Commitee 89-FMT Test
Methods. Two different mortar strengths were used with aggregates of granite and
limestone in initially cracked three-point bending specimens. The properties of the
materials are reported in Table 6.2. An initial crack was created in the concrete to
1/3 the depth of the beam.
The testing parameters in this study were the mortar strength, the aggregate
strength, the aggregate volume fraction and the aggregate size. Coarse aggregate
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mm
Figure 6-1: Three-point bending loading used on concrete beam specimens
volume fractions of 0.25, 0.35, and 0.45 were tested and maximum aggregate sizes of
3/8", 3/4", and 1" were also tested. All specimens were made using Type III cement
to produce high early strength mortars and specimens were tested after 7 days of
curing.
6.3.3 Testing Procedure
Three-point bending tests on the beam specimens were performed using an INSTRON
machine with a displacement control. During the testing, the ultimate loads and
load versus load-line displacement signals were recorded to measure the bending
performance of the specimens. Compressive cylinders and split cylinder tests were
used to measure the compressive and tensile strengths of the concrete. They were
tested using a 60-kip BALDWIN testing machine shown in Figure 6-2.
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Table 6.2: Material properties
rc at E v G f
Material [MPa] [MPa] [GPa] [J/m 2]
Low strength mortar 40.0 2.8 27.8 0.2 39.0
High strength mortar 83.8 5.0 33.3 0.2 57.0
Granite 123.0 6.2 42.2 0.16 59.7
Limestone 57.5 3.1 34.5 0.18 29.2
Figure 6-2: 60-kip BALDWIN machine used in the testing series
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Figure 6-3: Sample specimen containing limestone
6.3.4 Results of Experimental Program
The average failure loads P."v for the laboratory tests with normal strength mortars
are reported in Table 6.3. In specimens containing limestone aggregate, failure was
observed to be brittle and the crack path propagated through the limestone resulting
in a planar crack face, as shown in Figure 6-3. However, specimens containing granite
often displayed greater damage formation and the crack path deflected around the
aggregates through the interface, resulting in a rough crack face with multiple crack
paths, as shown in Figure 6-4. In general, the tensile and compressive strengths
were higher for mixtures containing granite. Average failure loads for specimens with
high strength mortars are reported in Table 6.4. Similar trends were observed, with
brittle transgranular crack propagation through limestone aggregates and deflected
crack paths through the mortar-aggregate interfaces in specimens containing granite.
Higher tensile and compressive strengths were also observed in specimens with granite
aggregate.
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Table 6.3: Results of experimental program
Figure 6-4: Sample specimen containing granite
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Series Vf MSA PaF g Failure KI[ f fa c lch
[kN] [Pa/m7] [MPa] [Mpa] [m]
Normal/limestone 0.25 3/8" 2.724 transgranular 621.9 1.92 36.0 0.1051
Normal/limestone 0.35 3/8" 2.360 transgranular 538.7 1.94 25.1 0.0772
Normal/limestone 0.45 3/8" 2.531 transgranular 577.9 2.16 27.1 0.0719
Normal/limestone 0.25 3/4" 2.953 transgranular 674.1 2.33 34.3 0.0834
Normal/limestone 0.35 3/4" 2.895 transgranular 661.0 2.69 32.7 0.0603
Normal/limestone 0.45 3/4" 2.680 transgranular 611.9 2.62 30.5 0.0544
Normal/limestone 0.25 1" 2.728 transgranular 622.9 2.29 34.2 0.737
Normal/limestone 0.35 1" 2.991 transgranular 682.9 2.61 31.0 0.0685
Normal/limestone 0.45 1" 2.969 transgranular 677.7 2.58 34.5 0.0690
Normal/granite 0.25 3/8" 3.077 interfacial 702.5 2.61 33.1 0.0727
Normal/granite 0.35 3/8" 2.744 interfacial 626.3 2.19 33.6 0.0814
Normal/granite 0.45 3/8" 2.933 interfacial 669.6 2.61 36.8 0.0658
Normal/granite 0.25 3/4" 3.287 interfacial 750.5 2.22 38.4 0.1144
Normal/granite 0.35 3/4" 3.470 interfacial 792.1 3.05 33.8 0.0676
Normal/granite 0.25 1" 2.847 interfacial 650.0 2.59 34.1 0.0628
Normal/granite 0.35 1" 3.002 interfacial 685.3 2.77 67.5 0.0612
Normal/granite 0.45 1" 2.898 interfacial 661.7 2.45 28.2 0.0727
Table 6.4: Results of experimental program
Series Vf MSA Ptg9  Failure KIc ft fc lch
[kN] [Pavfm] [MPa] [Mpa] [m]
High/limestone 0.25 3/8" 4.007 transgranular 914.8 3.29 40.8 0.0771
High/limestone 0.35 3/8" 3.542 transgranular 808.6 2.39 49.4 0.1149
High/limestone 0.45 3/8" 3.170 transgranular 723.7 2.08 43.0 0.1214
High/limestone 0.25 3/4" 4.567 transgranular 1042.5 3.20 52.8 0.1060
High/limestone 0.35 3/4" 3.632 transgranular 829.0 2.86 42.6 0.0841
High/limestone 0.45 3/4" 4.135 transgranular 944.0 2.83 47.8 0.1109
High/limestone 0.25 1" 3.220 transgranular 735.2 3.15 43.7 0.0543
High/limestone 0.35 1" 3.243 transgranular 740.4 2.97 36.4 0.0621
High/limestone 0.45 1" 3.456 transgranular 789.1 3.12 50.4 0.640
High/granite 0.25 3/8" 3.725 interfacial 850.5 3.45 58.6 0.0607
High/granite 0.35 3/8" 4.305 interfacial 982.8 3.28 45.4 0.0898
High/granite 0.45 3/8" 4.174 interfacial 952.8 2.87 38.8 0.1101
High/granite 0.25 3/4" 3.592 interfacial 819.9 3.69 35.7 0.0494
High/granite 0.35 3/4" 3.981 interfacial 908.7 3.74 40.3 0.0591
High/granite 0.45 3/4" 3.712 interfacial 847.3 3.51 48.4 0.0583
High/granite 0.25 1" 2.961 interfacial 675.9 3.07 35.7 0.0484
High/granite 0.35 1" 3.988 interfacial 910.5 2.93 43.8 0.0964
High/granite 0.45 1" 3.336 interfacial 761.6 2.75 48.4 0.0767
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Several recent works have quantified the ductility of concrete through a charac-
teristic length, a measure proposed by Hillerborg [60, 54, 25]. This measure has also
been used to quantify the ductility of glass, rocks, and other materials [60]. The
characteristic length relates the fracture energy of the material to the tensile strength
Ich = EGF (6.7)(f')2
where E, GF, and f' is the Young's modulus, fracture energy, and tensile strength of
the material, respectively. Equation 6.7 can be extended through the assumptions of
linear elastic fracture mechanics to
lch = Ic 2  (6.8)
where KIC is the critical stress intensity, a material property derived from the three-
point bending stress intensity factor
3SP
K, = VtW 'Fi,(a), a = a/W (6.9)2tW2
where F(1/3) = 1.08228, a/W is the relative crack length, t is the specimen width,
W is the specimen height, and S is the distance between supports [50].
The ductility of specimens with limestone aggregate was found to decrease with
concrete strength, as shown in Figure 6-5(a). This trend agrees with the conclusions
of other researchers [60, 54, 25]. Ductility is also shown to decrease with strength for
specimens containing crushed granite as aggregate, as shown in Figure 6-5(b), but
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the slope of the line is significantly less than the specimens with limestone aggregate.
This trend may be attributable to the differences in the fracture processes exhibited
by the specimens. Specimens with limestone aggregate failed with transgranular frac-
ture and a planar crack face while specimens with granite aggregate exhibited crack
deflection resulting in rough crack faces and multiple crack paths. Fracture energy
is required for these deflections and formations of multiple cracks in specimens with
granite aggregate, resulting in greater ductility than in specimens with the limestone
aggregate.
The effects of aggregate volume fraction on the ductility of concrete were also
found to depend on the aggregate type. Concretes with limestone, shown in Figure 6-
6, were found to decrease in ductility with greater volume fraction, as shown in
Figure 6-7(a), while concretes with granite increased in ductility with greater volume
fraction, as shown in Figure 6-7(b). This may be attributable again to the differences
in fracture processes, with a greater volume fraction providing a greater limestone
surface area for transgranular crack propagation. However, larger granite volume
fractions increased the crack blunting by the aggregates resulting in a more tortuous
crack path, absorbing more energy and resulting in greater ductility. The effect of
aggregate size on the ductility of concrete was found to decrease with larger aggregate
size (shown in Figure 6-9) regardless of the aggregate type, as shown in Figures 6-8(a)
and (b). This trend may be caused by weaker transition zones with larger interfaces
and higher probabilities of critical microflaws in larger aggregates [43].
These trends have demonstrated the sensitivity of concrete to its constituent ma-
terial composition. The causes and effects of these trends were examined further in
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Figure 6-5: Effects of concrete strength on the ductility of concrete
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Figure 6-6: Specimens with varying coarse aggregate volume fraction
an analytical procedure.
6.4 Analytical Procedure
6.4.1 Correlation to Previous Work
The results of the experimental testing program have demonstrated the sensitivity
of concrete fracture behavior to different constituent and interfacial fracture prop-
erties. An analytical investigation of the influence these constituent and interfacial
fracture properties have on the performance of the concrete was conducted. Results
of analytical models are correlated with the results from the experimental testing
program.
Kitsutaka et. al. (1993) modeled concrete as a two phase composite consisting of
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Figure 6-9: Specimens with varying maximum coarse aggregate size
mortar and two circular aggregate inclusions and investigated the transgranular crack-
ing problem through laboratory testing of physical models with a single granite inclu-
sion and numerical analysis using computational cohesive force models. Buyukozturk
and Hearing (1996a, 1996b) studied the propagation of interfacial fracture through
similar laboratory testing of physical models and numerical analysis using finite ele-
ment and cohesive force models. The results of these studies led to useful information
with respect to the understanding of composite model behavior as affected by interfa-
cial and constituent fracture properties. However, the results obtained in this way are
limited due to the idealization and simplifications of the composite models. Hence,
there is a need to develop correlation with real concrete studies to verify the results
obtained in these analytical procedures.
To correlate the results of the composite model specimens to the experimental
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program presented in this study it is necessary to identify similar characteristics in
terms of fracture processes. As shown earlier in Table 6.1, the material combinations
for the experimental specimens were subjected to the crack path fracture criteria
given in Equation 6.5. This analysis is supported by the results of the testing se-
ries where specimens with granite aggregate were observed to fail through interfacial
fracture and specimens with limestone failed with aggregate penetration. It is con-
cluded that the interfacial propagation analytical model of Buyukozturk and Hearing
(1996b) will be most applicable to the study of concretes made with granite while
the aggregate penetration model of Kitsutaka et. al. (1993) will be most applicable
to study concretes made with limestone.
These cohesive force models can be used to simulate fracture behavior in idealized
composites with material parameters similar to the experimental program. Table 6.5
shows peak loads obtained with the results of these analytical simulations compared
to peak loads obtained from the experimental program. The ratios of high strength
mortar to normal strength mortar peak loads from the simulations are shown to
agree with ratios from the experimental program. Furthermore, Figure 6-10(a) shows
a comparison of load/load-line displacements obtained from cohesive force analytical
simulations using normal strength and high strength mortars with a circular granite
aggregate inclusion [8]. The peak load and deflection of the system with high strength
mortar is shown to be greater than with normal strength mortar, agreeing with the
strength and ductility results of the experimental program. Figure 6-10(b) shows
a comparison of load/load-line displacements obtained with analytical simulations
using normal and high strength mortars with limestone aggregate [35]. Here, the peak
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Table 6.5: Comparison of parametric studies to experimental program
(a) Comparison to aggregate penetration analytical model
Material Analytical Experimental
combination load load[kN] [kN]
High strength/limestone 1.200 3.631
Normal strength/limestone 0.893 2.771
Ratio 1.34 1.31
(b) Comparison to interfacial propagation analytical model
Material Analytical Experimental
combination load load
[kN] [kN]
High strength/granite 1.357 3.800
Normal strength/granite 1.099 3.066
Ratio 1.23 1.24
load of the system is higher with high strength mortar but the deflection is not shown
to increase as in the model with granite inclusions. Based on these observations, it
is concluded that strong aggregates that yield a low interface to aggregate fracture
toughness ratio in Equation 6.5, such as granite, can be used to improve ductility in
cementitious composites.
6.4.2 Theoretical Derivation of Composite Fracture Energy
The variety of materials available to manufacture concretes has created a need to
optimize the design of concrete with desired ductility properties. The measurement of
ductility through the characteristic length and similar quantities has created the need
for accurate determination of fracture energy. Recently, several empirical methods to
derive the fracture energy of concrete have been proposed. Among others, Hilsdorf
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Figure 6-10: Results of cohesive model simulations
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and Brameshuber (1991) have related the fracture energy to the compressive strength.
Gf = adfcoj
However, it has been shown in the study that ductility can be altered with respect to
the volume fraction of the aggregate. Hence, using Equation 6.4.2 to measure ductility
through a characteristic length would not reflect the influence of volume fraction. For
this reason, Larrard and Malier (1992) have proposed a relation to characterize the
composite behavior with respect to the aggregate volume fraction.
Go = (1 - v)G•m + vGa
In addition to the volume fraction, the size of the aggregate and the advent of
interfacial versus transgranular fracture propagation have been shown in this study
to affect the resulting fracture energy of the composite. Hence, the fracture energy
empirical formula has been further developed.
To account for variations in aggregate size, a factor ka has been introduced to
Equation 6.4.2.
Gc = ka [(1- v)Gm + vGa]
Furthermore, the advent of interfacial fracture has been included through the variable
k,
GC = kak,, [(1 - v)Gm + vGa]
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Table 6.6: Results obtained from regression of data
Mixture Ge quation/G experi mental Standard deviation
Normal strength/Limestone 1.050 0.124
High strength/Limestone 0.980 0.190
Normal strength/Granite 1.280 0.150
High strength/Granite 0.850 0.167
with k, = 1 for transgranular fracture. The values of ka and k, have been computed
using data from this experimental program [34]. Ratios of predicted values and exper-
imental results with standard deviations are given in Table 6.4.2. Parametric studies
using this equation have concluded that concretes with interfacial failure are strongly
influenced by the ratio of mortar to interfacial fracture energy, confirming the results
of Chapter 5. Additionally, concretes with transgranular fracture are strongly influ-
enced by the fracture properties of the aggregate, confirming the work of Kitsutaka
(1993).
6.5 Summary
Development of advanced concrete composite materials with improved toughness and
ductility requires a fundamental understanding of cracking scenarios in the interfa-
cial regions. For this purpose analysis of interface fracture and crack propagation is
an essential tool. In this chapter, criteria based on energy release rate concepts are
reviewed for the prediction of crack growth at the interfaces. An experimental pro-
gram with concrete specimens is presented for the study of the influence of interfacial
fracture properties, aggregate volume fractions, and aggregate size on the ductility
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of the material. An analytical procedure is conducted for comparison to analytical
models and good correlation is found.
It was concluded that strong aggregates that yield a low interface to aggregate
fracture toughness ratio can be used to improve ductility in cementitious materials.
Furthermore, the influence of the aggregate volume fractions was shown to depend on
the fracture scenario of the composite and a decreased aggregate size was shown to
improve the composite ductility. The use of a fracture mechanics based methodology
was concluded to be applicable to the study of interfacial regions of concrete. This
study represents an initial step in using these methods to design improvements in
advanced concrete composite material behavior.
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Chapter 7
Summary, Conclusions, and
Future Work
7.1 Summary
In this thesis, a fundamental study of the influence of mortar-aggregate interfaces on
the fracture behavior and performance of concrete was conducted. The study aimed
to characterize the fracture behavior of the mortar-aggregate interface, investigate
the contributions of the interface to local fracture, and establish the influence of the
interface on the fracture behavior of global concrete. These objectives were achieved
through experimental and analytical research on two-phase composite models in var-
ious forms of physical laboratory specimens. Numerical analyses based on fracture
mechanics concepts were also performed to simulate the fracture and failure processes
of the specimens.
First, the mechanical properties and fracture behavior of concrete was reviewed.
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Influences on the failure processes and current state of the art in characterization of
concrete was examined. Mortar-aggregate interfaces were shown to strongly" influence
the performance of concrete during failure. The application of fracture mechanics to
mortar-aggregate interfaces was examined and relevant parameters were highlighted.
The oscillatory nature of the near-field stress distribution around the crack tip was
discussed, and methods used to measure the interfacial fracture energy were described.
Next, previous work in the ongoing project to which this thesis contributes was
reviewed. Size scale effects were shown to be applicable to mortar-aggregate interfaces
in concrete composites [55]. Crack behavior approaching the interfacial region was
shown to conform to crack deflection and propagation criteria [36]. Finally, interfacial
parameters were shown to influence the behavior of simple block specimens under
compression loading [45]. These works provided an introduction and motivation for
the following work performed by the author.
In this research, novel experimental/numerical methodology based fracture me-
chanics studies were used to study fracture in concrete composites. Interfacial fracture
tests on sandwiched beam specimens were used to derive interfacial fracture toughness
Ki and energy release rate Gi parameters as an example for interface fracture in high
strength concrete. Interfacial slab inclusion specimens were tested in both mode I and
mixed mode loading to investigate load-displacement behavior. The fracture energy
of mortar-aggregate interfaces was found to increase with increasing loading phase
angles. This is in agreement with earlier findings [36]. Interfacial fracture energy
was also found to increase with higher strength concretes. Additionally, interfacial
fracture energy was found to increase with rougher aggregate surfaces, especially in
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higher loading angles. This was attributed to increased shear-slip resistance of the
rougher interface.
A Hillerborg-type cohesive force analytical model was used to test different strain
softening models in the simulation of the interface during fracture. The model was
shown to successfully model interfacial slab inclusion specimens for interfacial propa-
gation under mode I and mixed mode fracture. While bilinear strain-softening models
have been shown to successfully model the constituent materials, a linear model was
shown to best model interfacial strain-softening behavior. A linear model was also
shown to be most applicable to mode II crack propagation, and interfacial ductility
was shown to improve with rougher aggregate surfaces through the introduction of
an interfacial characteristic length.
Following the strain-softening investigation, circular inclusion physical specimens
were created with various mortar strengths and granite inclusions with both smooth
and sandblasted surface roughness to investigate the influence of interfacial fracture
properties on the behavior of specimens where fracture propagates through the in-
terface. For this reason, specimens with a strong granite inclusion were tested un-
der three point bending load to examine the deformation and fracture behavior of
the different interfaces as fracture ocurred through the interface in these specimens.
Fracture was observed to propagate around the granite inclusions regardless of surface
roughness and mortar strength. However, differences in load-displacement behavior
were observed with these different roughnesses and mortar strengths. Ductility of the
composite was shown to increase with rougher aggregate surfaces but decrease with
higher strength mortars.
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The cohesive force analytical model was extended to simulate fracture in the
circular inclusion specimens. Implemention of this model involved a finite element
investigation into the stress intensities created by a crack propagating around a cir-
cular inclusion. The results of the FEM investigations were used in a cohesive type
simulation of the circular inclusion specimens. The analytical model was shown to
successfully simulate the laboratory circular inclusion specimens through interfacial
fracture. Using the analytical model, a parametric study was conducted to investi-
gate the influence of relative interfacial to mortar fracture energies P and relative
interfacial to mortar tensile strengths T. The parametric study demonstrated that
an increase in composite ductility could be realized with weaker relative interfacial
to mortar fracture energy ratios. Furthermore, stronger interfacial tensile strengths
were also shown to be influential in improving the ductility of concrete composites.
Based on the results of these parametric studies, an experimental program with
real concrete specimens containing strong and weak aggregates with normal and high
strength mortars was conducted. The influence of interfacial fracture properties, ag-
gregate volume fractions, and aggregate size on the fracture behavior of the global
material was investigated. Interfacial fracture characteristics were shown to influ-
ence the fracture processes and global behavior of real concrete. Correlation was
demonstrated between results of the parameteric studies conducted earlier and the
performance of the real concrete, confirming the applicability of these studies to the
material design of high performance concrete. Additionally, a formula was developed
to calculate the fracture energy of the concrete based on the constituent volume frac-
tions, aggregate size, and mode of failure. It was also found that the introduction
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of strong aggregates with a low interface to aggregate fracture toughness ratio re-
sulted in crack deflection through the interface during the fracture of the concrete.
For higher strength concretes, this was shown to improve the ductility relative to
composites failing through aggregate penetration.
Furthermore, the results of this investigation included the development of guide-
lines for the mix proportioning and design of concrete with optimum strength and
ductility characteristics. A decrease in aggregate size; i. e. the use of smaller coarse
aggregates was shown to result in higher compressive strength and greater ductility.
The influence of the aggregate volume fraction was found to depend on the frac-
ture scenario of the composite. Concretes with failure through aggregate penetration
were found to decrease in ductility with greater volume fraction, while concretes that
failed through interfacial deflection increased in ductility with greater volume frac-
tions. These results are useful in the production of high strength concretes with
optimum ductility behavior given geographic and physical availabilities of aggregate
materials.
7.2 Conclusions
The slab inclusion testing program confirmed the results of previous researchers and
helped to establish consistent laboratory techniques. Futhermore, implementation
of the analytical model verified the applicability of linear elastic fracture mechanics
to mortar-aggregate interfaces. This analytical model proved useful in the study of
constitutive relationships, and demonstrated its usefulness as an important research
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tool. It was concluded from this experimental program that the linear constitutive
relationship tested through the analytical model would be most useful in later stages
of fracture modeling.
The circular inclusion beam specimen program demonstrated the influence of rela-
tive interfacial properties on the fracture behavior of the composite. Using the results
of the first experimental procedure, the analytical model and constitutive relationship
was shown to be successfully implemented to the circular inclusion specimen. In the
process, the use of finite elements modified to investigate interfacial stress intensities
was concluded to be an essential tool in the investigation of complex geometries. The
analytical model was also useful in the parametric investigations of relative fracture
properties on the behavior of the three-point circular inclusion specimen. From this
work, it was concluded that the interfacial fracture energy relative to other constituent
energies is an important parameter in the optimization of the material behavior.
The experimental program investigating the influence of these parameters on real
concrete resulted in the most practical information concerning the design of concrete.
Through the variations in the experimental parameters it was concluded that careful
attention to the properties of the constituent materials is essential in the design of
concrete with a desired range of characteristics. It highlighted the importance of
advanced studies on real concrete as a supplement and verification of experimental
models and simplified laboratory work. Finally, it is concluded that work in the area
of interfacial fracture studies is a relevant and important field in the understanding
of the behavior of the global material.
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The present research approach is based on linear elastic interfacial fracture mechanics
concepts and is considered to be appropriate due to the observed linear elastic be-
havior and brittle failure of the interfaces. This aspect could be further investigated.
Further work is needed to combine the interfacial and transgranular cohesive force
models and with a propagation criteria to enable a dynamic prediction of crack paths
and cohesive behavior of real concrete. A comparison should be made between the
relative behavior of the two models to achieve an overall understanding of the com-
posite as influenced by these scenarios. Size effects of the interface in relation to the
size effects of the global material could also be investigated. These aspects should be
continued in a comprehensive study focused on the fracture behavior of real concrete
and the application of these results and modeling techniques to real concrete.
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Appendix A
Cohesive Simulation Script
This script was used with MATLAB to
simulate mixed mode propagation in sand-
wich specimens with variations in mate-
rial properties and constitutive behavior.
% This is a script for introductory functions
clear all;
global FINITE
disp('Now in Introfunctions')
n = 20;
spo = ao/n;
sp = (d-ao)/n;
ae(l) = ao + sp;
ac(l) = ae(l) - sp/2;
for k = 2:n
ae(k) = ae(k-1) + sp;
ac(k) = ae(k)-sp/2;
end
El = 29200;
G1 = E1/(2*(1+0.22));
for j = l:n
a = ae(j)/d;
FVALI = ffunci(a);
FI(j) = FVALI;
FVALII = ffuncii(a);
FII(j) = FVALII;
for k = l:j
b = ac(k)/ae(j);
GVAL = gfunc(a,b);
G(j,k) = GVAL;
GVALII = gfuncii(ae(j),ac(k));
GII(j,k) = GVALII;
end
end
VDPOI = 0;
VDPOII = 0;
DVOI = 0;
DVOII = 0;
for k = l:ao/spo
a = k*spo/d;
FVALI = ffunci(a);
FVALII = ffuncii(a);
DVI = (FVALI2)/E1;
DVII = (FVALII2)/G1;
INTVDI = spo*(DVOI+DVI)/2;
INTVDII = spo*(DVOII+DVII)/2;
VDPOI = VDPOI+INTVDI;
VDPOII = VDPOII+INTVDII;
DVOI DVI;
DVOII = DVII;
end
VDPOI= (VDPOI*1.6*25.4/(di.5)) + (si)/(6*El*d);
VDPOII = (VDPOII/(d0.5));
INTVPOI = DVOI;
INTVPOII = DVOII;
INTVROI = zeros(n,1);
INTVROII = INTVROI;
VDROI = INTVROI;
VDROII = VDROI;
for i = l:n
% KPI and KPII
KPI(i) = FI(i);
KPII(i) = FII(i);
% VDPI and VDPII
INTVPI = (FI(i)2)/E1;
DVDPI = (1.6*25.4/(di.5))*sp*(INTVPOI+INTVPI)/2;
VDPI(i) = VDPOI + DVDPI;
VDPOI = VDPI(i);
INTVPOI = INTVPI;
INTVPII = (FII(i)i)/Gl;
DVDPII = (1/(dO.5))*sp*(INTVPOII+INTVPII)/2;
VDPII(i) = VDPOII + DVDPII;
VDPOII VDPII(i);
INTVPOI = INTVPII;
% VDRI, VDRII, and KR
for k = 1:i
KRI(i,k) = (2*sp/(3.14159*ae(i))0.5)*G(i,k);
KRII(i,k) = 2*sp*((ae(k))6.5)*GII(i,k)/(3.141590.5);
INTVRI = FI(i)*G(i,k)/El;
DVDRI = (2*1.6*25.4/(((3.14159*ae(i))(.5)*(di.5)))*(spý)*(INTVROI(k)+INTVRI)
VDRI(i,k) = VDROI(k)+DVDRI;
VDROI(k) = VDRI(i,k);
INTVROI(k) = INTVRI;
INTVRII = FII(i)*GII(i,k)*((ae(i))).5)/G1;
DVDRII = (2/((3.141590.5)*(dO.5)))*(sp2)*(INTVROII(k)+INTVRII)/2;
VDRII(i,k) = VDROII(k)+DVDRII;
VDROII(k) = VDRII(i,k);
INTVROII(k) = INTVRII;
end
end
% Mixed mode crack propagation simulation. Brian Hearing
3/95
clear all
figure(l);
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clg;
%figure(2);
%clg;
global KPI KRI INTCPOI CPOI INTCROI INTCROII CROI
CROII HI El ae ac
global sp FINITE ao s d t FI G KPII INTCPOII CPOII Gi
FII GII KRII
ao = 25; % Specimen dimensions (mm)
s = 225;
d = 75;
t = 25;
%*** Mode I interfacial properties ***
%Ftl = 2.040424; % M3/Smooth
%Gfl = 2.946159; % M3/Smooth
%Ftl = 1.594395; % M1
%GfI = 1.798901; % Ml
FtI = 2.036704; % M3/Sand
GfI = 2.935426; % M3/Sand
%FtI = 1.194494; % M2
%GfI = 1.009679; % M2
%*** Mode II interfacial properties ***
%FtlII = 0.425088; % M3/Smooth
%GflI = 0.212342; % M3/Smooth
%FtlI = 0.332166; % Ml
%GfII = 0.129654; % M1
FtlI = 0.424313; % M3/Sand
GflI = 0.211568; % M3/Sand
%FtlI = 0.248853; % M2
%GflI = 0.072772; % M2
El = 29200; % Ml Modulus
v = 0.22; % M1 Poisson's
G1 = E1/(2*(l+v)); % Shear Modulus
MGW = (2.2*d*t*s/1000000)*0.5*9.8; % Self-weight term
FINITE = 0.984; % Convergence tolerance
n = 20; % Number of discretized steps
disp('You must have run Introfunctions.m before this.')
load Stan.mat % Load in the introductory functions
sp = (d-ao)/n; % Spacing of each discretized step
% - Introduction -
INTCPOI = zeros(n,l);
CPOI = zeros(n,1);
INTCPOII = INTCPOI;
CPOII = CPOI;
INTCROI = zeros(n);
INTCROII = INTCROI;
CROI = zeros(n);
CROII = CROI;
alpha = 0.333; % Bilinear tension softening
beta = 0.16; % parameters
%***** MODE I *****
% - Bilinear Properties -
%WCI = 2*Gfl/FtI/(alpha + beta)/1000; % Bilinear Critical
width
%WMI = WCI*beta; % Bilinear Data
%MlI = FtI * (1-alpha)/beta/WCI; % Zone 1, Bilinear
%NIl = Ftl;
%M21 = FtI * alpha / (1-beta) / WCI; % Zone 2
%N21 = FtI * alpha / (1-beta);
%M31 = 0; % Zone 3
%N3I = 0;
% - Linear Properties -
WCI = 0;
WMI = 2*GfI/(FtI*1000);
Mll = Ftl/WMI;
N1I = FtI;
M31 = 0;
N3I = 0;
%***** MODE II*****
alpha = 0.333;
beta = 0.16;
% - Bilinear Properties -
input('Linear (1) or Bilinear (b)','s');
if ans == b'
WCII = 2*Gfll/FtII/(alpha + beta)/1000; % Bilinear Criti-
cal width
WMII = WCII*beta; % Bilinear Data
MllI = FtII ' (1-alpha)/beta/WCII; % Zone 1, Bilinear
NII = FtlI;
M21I = FtII *alpha / (1-beta) / WCII; % Zone 2
N2II = FtII alpha / (1-beta);
M3II = 0; % Zone 3
N3II = 0;
% - Linear Properties -
elseif ans == '1'
WCII = 0;
WMII = 2*GfIl/(FtII*1000);
MII = FtII/WMII;
N1II = FtII;
M3II = 0;
N3II = 0;
end
% - MAIN PROGRAM -
for i = 1:n
% ***** MODE I *****
HI = hfunci(i);
IT = 0;
if i 1
MI(i) = MI(i-1);
NI(i) = NI(i-1);
else
MI(1) = MII;
NI(1) = N11;
end
iter = 0;
while IT == 0
iter = iter + 1;
IT = 0;
for I = l:i
SUM = 0;
for c = :i
if c == 1 PLUS = 1;
else PLUS = 0;
end
A(l,c) = MI(c)* HI(l,c) + PLUS;
SUM = NI(c) * HI(l,c) + SUM;
end
C(I) = SUM;
end
BI = inv(A) * C'; % Simultaneous equation solution
SUMI = 0;
for L = 1:i
if BI(L) i WMI
MEVI = Mil;
NI(L) = NIl;
else if BI(L) i WCI
MEVI = M2I;
NI(L) = N2I;
else MEVI = M3I;
NI(L) = N3I;
end
end
if abs(MEVI-MI(L)) i 0.001 SUMI=SUMI+1;
else MI(L) = MEVI;
end
end
if SUMI == i IT = 1;
end
if iter L 15 IT = 1;
disp('I Hung up.')
end
end
% ***** MODE II*****
HII = hfuncii(i);
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IT = 0:
if i 1
MII(i) = MII(i-1):
NII(i) = NII(i-I);
else
MIII(1) = MIII;
NII(1) = NIII;
end
iter = 0;
while IT == 0
IT = 0;
for I = :i
SUM = 0;
for c = l:i
if c == 1 PLUS = 1;
else PLUS = 0;
end
A(l,c) = MII(c) * HII(l,c) + PLUS;
SUM = NII(c) * HII(l,c) + SUM;
end
C(1) = SUM;
end
BII = inv(A) * C'; % Simultaneous equation solution
SUMI = 0;
for L = 1:i
if BII(L) i WMII
MEVII = M1II;
NII(L) = N1II;
else if BII(L) i WCII
MEVII = M2II;
NII(L)= N2II;
else MEVII = M3II;
NII(L) = N3II;
end
end
if abs(MEVII-MII(L))
else MII(L) = MEVII;
end
end
VD(i) = VDI(i) + VDII(i);
VD(i) = VD(i) * 0.0254;
% - PLOTS -
if iZ 1
VDplot = VD(i-1);
Pplot = P(i-1):
else
VDplot = 0;
Pplot = 0;
figure(l);
hold on;
if i L
plot([Blold BI(1)],[CFII(i-1,1) CFII(i,1)],'g');
plot([Blold BI(1)],[CFI(i-1,1) CFI(i,1)],'r');
end
text (VD(i),P(i),int2str(i))
Blold = BI(1);
if CFII(i,1) == 0
stop
end
end
0.001 SUMI=SUMI+1;
if SUMI == i IT = 1;
end
iter = iter +1;
if iterL15 IT = 1;
disp('II Hung up.')
end
end
% - CRACK OPENING DISPLACEMENTS -
for L = 1:i
CODI(i,L) = BI(L); % Crack opening displacement
CFI(i,L) = -MI(L)*BI(L)+NI(L); % Cohesive stress (center
point)
CODII(i,L) = BII(L);
CFII(i,L) = -MII(L)*BII(L)+NII(L);
end
% - LOAD -
SUMI = 0;
SUMII = 0;
for k = l:i
SUMI = SUMI + CFI(i,k)*KRI(i,k);
SUMII = SUMII + CFII(i,k)*KRII(i,k);
end
SIGI = SUMI/KPI(i);
SIGII = SUMII/KPII(i);
PI(i)= (((2*(d1.5)/(1.6*25.4))*SIGI)-MGW)*0.0254;
if PI(i) i 0.0 PI(i) = 0.0;
end
PII(i) =(((2*(d0.5))*SIGII)-MGW)*0.0254;
P(i) = PI(i) + PII(i);
% - VERTICAL DEFORMATION -
SUMI = 0;
SUMII = 0;
for k = i:i
SUMI = SUMI + CFI(i,k)*VDRI(i,k);
SUMII = SUMII + CFII(i,k)*VDRII(i,k);
end
VDI(i) = (SIGI*VDPI(i)-SUMI);
if VDI(i) i VDI(i-1)
VDI(i) = VDI(i-1);
end
VDII(i) = (SIGII*(VDPII(i))-SUMII);
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